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Abstract 

In the turbulent economic times companies are currently confronted with, many challenges need to be overcome. 
But not every company has the same capacities to correctly implement the necessary changes and conquer the 
presented challenges. Therefore many companies are confronted with breakpoints which threaten the continuation 
of the company. But despite the tremendous impact a breakpoint could have on the continuation, little is known 
about them. And limited research has investigated the role of breakpoints in the development of a company. 
 
 Theoretical Framework 
 
New ventures are confronted with many challenges from the start, regardless of the economic climate at the time. 
Continuous trade-offs have to be made between the predetermined business strategy and business situation. But a 
company not only has to respond to changes outside of the organization, the company itself will also develop over 
time. Despite the changes a company is confronted with, a competitive advantage has to be maintained in order to 
survive (Barney, 1991). The sustainability of a company is not only created by maintaining a competitive advantage, 
but also by exploring different business opportunities. With this exploration new competitive advantages could be 
established in advance of the competition (Andries et al, 2007). 
 
Different stages can be identified in the development of a company (Greiner, 1972 ; Churchill & Lewis, 1983). 
Churchill and Lewis created a framework of five stages through which a company develops from its incentive to 
resource maturity. Each stage is characterized with different challenges which have to be overcome in order to 
develop to the next stage. But a company will not only grow, but can also be confronted with different setbacks by 
which the development is crippled. With the framework entrepreneurs could assess current challenges and evaluate 
the impact of external changes (Churchill & Lewis, 1983).  
 
In the development process a company can be confronted with a discontinuous change, and whether a company can 
benefit of this change depends on its response (Strebel, 1994). An important aspect in managing discontinuous 
change is identifying the breakpoint, the starting point of a phase of change. But recognizing an event or change as a 
breakpoint is very difficult, and is often only identified in retrospect. Breakpoints impact the continuity of the 
company and can literally make or break a company. A breakpoint is therefore defined as a business event which in 
retrospect proved to have a significant impact on the continuity of the company. Because of the impact on the 
continuity, most of the research on breakpoints focused on preventing breakpoints instead of creating them. By 
using the change capacity of a breakpoint, breakpoints can also be used as a method for growth and prosperity. But 
overall a limited amount of effort has been invested in the investigation of the occurrence and consequences of a 
company. 
 
Most of the companies use a chronological development path in adapting and developing the company. But the 
occurrence of breakpoints can demand a new approach. Andries et al identified a useful approach towards company 
development in which parallel paths of opportunity development are used (Andries et al, 2007). Another option was 
presented by Sarasvathy (2001) in which an effectuative approach is presented. Hereby the risks and impact of 
different options are taken into account in developing a company. But still the role and impact breakpoints have in 
the development of new ventures remains unclear from the available literature. But also no suitable 
countermeasures are presented. Therefore additional research is needed in order to improve the insight in the 
cause and effect of breakpoints before an appropriate management approach could be identified. 
 
Research Question 
 
To improve the insight on breakpoints and investigate their causes and effects, a research question was formulated: 
 

What role do breakpoints play in the start-up years of a new venture operating in an emerging market? 
 

This research question is supported by four additional questions, which focus on different aspects of breakpoints.  
SQ1 What caused a breakpoint to occur? 
SQ2 Did a breakpoint come across or was it expected? 
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SQ3 How does a breakpoint relate to the development of a new venture? 
SQ4 How does a breakpoint relate to new business opportunities? 

 
Methodology 
 
This  study focused on high tech startups, and a heterogonous set of four new ventures was selected. The age of the 
new ventures ranged from 3 ½ to 10 years. Because of the limited knowledge on breakpoints, an exploratory 
approach was taken in investigating the new ventures. In order to reproduce the company development from the 
incentive till November 2009, a process study was used. A process study aims to find a general narrative that offers a 
common explanation for a range of cases (Poole et al, 2000). And the basis of a process study is the construction of a 
timeline of events that were significant in the development and change process (Poole et al, 2000).  
 
The necessary data was collected by interviewing the key stakeholder of each new venture, which was 
supplemented with available documentation. Based on this data an event sequence and chronological overview was 
created. To facilitate further analysis and to interpret the event sequences a coding scheme was developed and 
applied. Besides the event analysis, phase mapping was used to investigate the relationship between breakpoints 
and company development. This provided the necessary data to answer the research questions.    
 
Results 
 
Unlike the findings in earlier research, the majority of the breakpoints identified in the analysis had a positive 
outcome. Only in a minority of cases did a breakpoint have a negative impact on the continuation of the company. 
The breakpoint originated both internal and external to the organization, but were difficult to anticipate. Not only 
external breakpoints presented this difficulty, but also breakpoints internal to the company were not anticipated. 
The new ventures were unable to assess the impact of their own actions on the continuity of the company. Instead, 
the new ventures put a lot of effort in product and market development, and pro actively searched for new options 
and opportunities. This created the possibility to grow and all new ventures were able to win the battle of existence.  
 
In the company development, different development stages and associated challenges have to be overcome in order 
for a company to flourish. In overcoming the different challenges, breakpoints proved to play an important role.  
Where some breakpoints created the opportunity to develop new capabilities, other breakpoints actually provided 
the capabilities necessary to overcome a challenge. By overcoming the challenges, the venture can make a transition 
to a new development stage and progresses towards becoming a successful business. But from the event analysis 
and phase mapping, no relationship could be found between different phases of development and breakpoints. 
When a breakpoint occurred, only the temporal changes which had an impact on the daily routine took effect. But 
the occurrence of a breakpoint did not influence successive events, and did not start a new expanding-, contracting- 
or ongoing progression phase.  
 
The key towards understanding breakpoints was provided by the investigation of the relationship between 
breakpoints and business opportunities. Three different scenarios were identified in which a breakpoint is related to 
either the creation or selection of new business options. An external breakpoint can provide several new options 
which can be explored in the future. And a decision in which a single option is selected  out of a range of different 
options can create an internal breakpoint. The combination of both a focus and the creation of new options can be 
created with an internal decision. By focusing on a single option, a breakpoint is created which provides several new 
options. Remarkably also a breakpoint with a negative impact on the continuation of the company can provide new 
opportunities in the future. After a negative breakpoint a company will try to recuperate and will explore options 
which were not identified before.  
 
Conclusion 
 
This study provides additional insights on the role of breakpoints in new ventures. New findings are provided which 
supplement existing research and introduce a new approach towards breakpoints. In the future breakpoints should 
no longer be seen as an incident that is encountered, but as a circumstance that can be used or dealt with. What 
outcome a breakpoint will have depends on the company’s response to the presented changes, and how a company 
selects and explores the available business options. Breakpoints should therefore no longer be seen as a threat to 
the continuity but as an opportunity to develop and grow. 
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1. Introduction 

The years 2008 and 2009 were recognized as one of the most turbulent times of economic changes since the great 
depression of the 1930’s. Economic changes and bankruptcy’s of banks and companies which were assumed to be 
unassailable dominated the news. The starting point of the different problems the companies were confronted with 
are breakpoints. A change or event which in retrospect proved to have a significant impact on the continuity of the 
company. But now the discussion starts on when the breakpoint has occurred, which actions stood on the basis of a 
breakpoint, and who was responsible for these actions? 
 
Up till now breakpoints always have been associated with a negative outcome. A company was confronted with a 
change to which no direct response was available and had severe consequences for the continuation of the 
company. But despite the impact breakpoints could have, little was known about the occurrence and outcome of a 
breakpoint. Ample research has been conducted investigating breakpoints. Paul Strebel recognized the occurrence 
of breakpoints in the development of a company and described the occurrence in his book. He primarily focused on 
breakpoints caused by changes outside of the organization. These breakpoints we created by changes outside the 
control of the company. But breakpoints created by a company’s own action have not been discussed in earlier 
research.  
 
By consciously making decisions and implementing changes, a company will develop and grow. But the role 
breakpoints play in this development process remains unclear in earlier research. To improve the insight into the 
occurrence and outcome of breakpoints, this study was initiated and the following research question was answered.  
 

What role do breakpoints play in the start-up years of a new venture operating in an emerging market? 
 
The research focussed on high tech start-ups which are characterized with problems in developing a customer base 
and product adoption. These companies are confronted with many changes early on, which could influence the 
occurrence of a breakpoint. In the study, the chronological development of four different ventures was investigated. 
With a process analysis an event overview was created and the different breakpoints were distilled from the data. In 
the analysis unexpected findings became apparent and a new approach towards breakpoints was introduced. This 
resulted in several recommendations both practical and for future research. 
 
The report starts with a discussion of the available literature on business change and breakpoints. Subsequently the 
research questions and setup are presented followed by the descriptions of the four new ventures used in this 
study. In chapter six, the investigation of the research questions and associated results are presented. And in the 
final chapter the findings associated with each research question are discussed, followed by several 
recommendations and an overall conclusion on the role of breakpoints in new ventures. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

The foundation of this master thesis lies in several different theories created by even so many authors. By combining 
these different theories, a knowledge base is created which can be used to put the findings presented in this master 
thesis in the correct perspective. But it also created an insight on which theoretical aspects demanded further 
investigation to improve the knowledge on these topics   
 
2.1 Business Change 

 
In the daily routine of a company, a continuous trade-off has to be made between the predetermined business 
strategy and the business environment. The world in which a business operates changes continuously and the 
company is forced to respond to these external changes. But a company itself will also evolve over time, ultimately 
resulting in a discrepancy between the company and the actual business environment. The extent of this 
discrepancy determines what kind of changes are necessary and what the impact of these changes will be for a 
company.  
 
Business change is a necessity to survive over a longer period of time, as was discussed In a paper of Stoica and 
Schindehutte, “an adaptive business must recognize an emerging marketing phenomenon, identify an opportunity or 
threat and react (adapt) to the new conditions” (Stoica & Schindehutte, 1999). With the adaptations, the company 
could be able to sustain a competitive advantage over a longer period of time (Porter, 1985). In a changing 
environment, the strengths and weaknesses of a company also evolve over time, they are temporal phenomena 
(Guo, 2007). Because of this evolving characteristic, multiple competitive advantages, occurring at varying points in 
time are needed to maintain the sustainable competitive advantage (Guo, 2007).  
 
Based on a chronological change path, Barney defined a competitive advantage as “the implementation of a value 
creating strategy not simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential competitor” (Barney, 1991). 
With this definition, a competitive advantage is sustained when other firms are unable to duplicate the benefits of 
the strategy (Barney, 1991). But changes in the business environment, can make a competitive advantage useless 
(Barney, 1991). In the article of Zemsky & Pacheco-de-Almeida, (Zemsky et al, 2007) the sustainable competitive 
advantage is dependent upon the resource providing the advantage and the inability of competitors to imitate these 
resources. When a resource can be imitated, the sustainability of a resource depends on the development time of 
the followers (Zemsky et al, 2007). 
 
The sustainability of a company is not only created by maintaining a competitive advantage and responding to 
changes in the environment. But also by investigating new business opportunities present in the business 
environment. By pro actively investigating the different opportunities, a company could create a competitive 
advantage in advance of the competition and exploit this advantage in the near future (Andries et al, 2007).  In order 
to successfully exploit the different opportunities, a high company flexibility is necessary (Andries et al, 2007). With 
this flexibility, a company can maintain their current competitive advantage, and simultaneously search for new 
capabilities which could create a competitive advantage in the future. 
 
Unfortunately this flexibility could also have its limitations. Stoica and Schindehutte, identified an optimal level of 
adaptation in their research, due to a non-linear relationship between flexibility and performance (Stoica & 
Schindehutte, 1999). This would mean that the performance of a company would suffer from both too little and too 
much adaptation (Stoica & Schindehutte, 1999). But in a paper of Andries and Debackere, the impact of over 
adaptation could not be found. Andries and Debackere concluded that a company which actually made a change 
increased its probability of survival, compared with a company which did not implement any change (Andries & 
Debackere, 2007). This relation was moderated by the maturity or stability of an industry in which a company 
operated (Andries & Debackere, 2007). The absence of over adaptation could be caused by a possible lack of 
resources in the new ventures to implement changes. But it is also possible that the adaptations have a limited 
effect on the new ventures.  
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2.2  Phases of Business Development 
 
Every company is subsequent to change, and the associated management practice can work well in a certain phase, 
but can bring crisis in another (Greiner, 1972). To cope with the business changes, the organization of a company 
has to change accordingly. This development is crippled by the past events and experiences of the individuals 
involved, instead of looking forward, most of the managers look backwards (Greiner, 1972). And most of the 
problems of a company, are rooted more in past decisions than in market dynamics and present events (Greiner, 
1972). 
 
In an article of Greiner, the development of a company was investigated (Greiner, 1972). He identified three 
dimensions that play an important role in the development of the company, company size, company age and the 
industry growth rate. As an organization ages and grows, a period of prolonged growth can occur, which Greiner 
calls an evolutionary period. In such a period only minor adjustments are necessary for maintaining growth, which 
explains the term evolutionary. But when more effort is needed and traditional management practices become 
inappropriate, a new period starts, which Greiner called a period of revolution. In this turbulent period of time, 
several new management practices are introduced to manage the next period of evolutionary growth, but when a 
company fails to abandon the past practices, the growth rates will decline. Greiner identified that the occurrence of 
the different periods depend on the growth rate of an industry. When the growth rate is high, the time between 
revolutionary periods will be shorter compared with industries with a lower growth rate. But also the profitability 
can prolong an evolutionary period and delay the occurrence of a revolutionary period as Greiner discussed in his 
article. When the profitability remains high, the need for change would remain absent despite the problems already 
present in the company. 
 

An evolutionary phase  is characterized by a dominant 
management style used to achieve growth, while a 
revolutionary phase is characterized by a dominant 
management problem that needs to be resolved for 
growth to continue (Greiner, 1972). Greiner identified five  
phases in the company development which is a 
combination of a alternating evolutionary and 
revolutionary phases, and is shown in figure 2.1. Each 
phase is at once a  result of the previous phase and a cause 
for the next phase. The different phases take place in a 
chronological order as a company matures and grows in 
size.  
 
The first phase of growth is the creativity phase in which 
the emphasis is on creating both a product and a market. 
This phase is followed by the direction phase, which is 
characterized by a stable growth under able, directive 
leadership. The delegation phase is the next phase in which 
the successful application of a decentralized organizational 

structure supports growth. In the coordination phase formal systems are implemented and used for achieving 
greater coordination within a company. The last phase in the framework of Greiner is the collaboration phase. In this 
phase, spontaneity in management action besides the formal control is emphasized, and social control and self-
discipline replace formal control. In the transition between the different phases, Greiner identified four different 
phases of revolution. In a phase of revolution an upheaval of management practices are exhibited, and old practices 
are replaced with more appropriate methodologies. A critical task for management in each revolutionary period is to 
find a new set of organizational practices that will form the basis for managing the next period of evolutionary 
growth (Greiner, 1972). The primary reason for Greiner to emphasize the five different phases and associated crisis 
is to create an awareness of the importance to implement change, often radical, to establish a sustained growth rate 
of a company. Many sacrifices have to be made in which even the founder will eventually have lost formal control 
and external managers will run a company. But each solution breeds a new problem therefore evolution is not an 
automatic affair, it is a contest for survival (Greiner, 1972).  
 
But the framework of Greiner cannot be used in the categorization of problems and growth patterns in small 
businesses (Churchill & Lewis, 1983). The framework of Greiner fails to identify the important early stages in a 

 

 
Fig. 2.1 five phases of growth (Greiner, 1972) 
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company’s origin and growth, and assumes that a company must grow and pass through all stages of development 
(Churchill & Lewis, 1983). Therefore Churchill and Lewis created a framework of five stages through which the 
company develops from its incentive to resource maturity. Each stage is characterized with different challenges 
which have to be overcome in order to develop to the next stage. But in the framework of Churchill and Lewis also 
static and backward development is possible. A company will not only grow but can also be confronted with 
different challenges and setbacks by which the development of the company is crippled.  Or a company will remain 
in a particular stage with a stable profitability. With the new framework, owners and managers of small businesses 
can asses current challenges and evaluate the impact of external changes (Churchill & Lewis, 1983). In appendix D, 
the different stages and transition parameters in the framework of Churchill and Lewis are presented.  
 
The first stage in the development of a new venture is the existence stage. In this stage the key problems of the 
business are obtaining a customer base and delivering the product or service contracted for (Churchill & Lewis, 
1983). During the existence stage, the organization is simple and the owner plays a large role in the development of 
the company. But not all companies succeed in gaining a sufficient customer acceptance or create a viable 
production capability, and are forced to close down or to sell the company after start-up capital has run out 
(Churchill & Lewis, 1983). When the company overcomes the different challenges faced with and remains in 
business, the second stage of development is entered.  
 
In the second stage, the key problem shifts from mere existence to the relationship between revenues and 
expenses. In this survival stage, creating a sufficient cash flow in order to stay in business and finance future growth 
present the primary challenges (Churchill & Lewis, 1983). A company can grow in this stage, both in size and 
profitability and move to the success stage. But can also remain in the survival stage, earning marginal returns and 
eventually go out of business (Churchill & Lewis, 1983).  
 
The success stage is the third stage in the development model of Churchill and Lewis and consists of two different 
sub-stages depending on the future aspirations of the owner. In the success-growth sub-stage, the owner further 
expands and exploits the company’s accomplishments. But in the success-disengagement sub-stage, the owner 
keeps the company stable and profitable which provides a basis to exploit alternative personal activities. In the 
success stage, the company has attained a true economic health and has a sufficient size and market penetration to 
ensure economic success with an average or above average profit (Churchill & Lewis, 1983). And can remain 
profitable as long as the market niche remains intact. An owner can disengage from the company because of a wish 
to start a new venture or pursue hobbies or other interest outside a company. But in the success growth sub-stage, 
an owner consolidates the company and secures the resources for growth (Churchill & Lewis, 1983). With all 
resources and financial means available, the company chooses a growth path to make the move to the take-off 
stage. This does not imply that every company succeeds. When a company fails to create the necessary growth and 
remains profitable, a downward transition to the success-disengagement sub-stage or back to the survival stage 
remains a possibility.  
 
In the take-off stage, the key challenges are to grow rapidly and to finance growth. The growth aspirations demand a 
large cash-flow which should not be eroded by inadequate expenses or investments (Churchill & Lewis, 1983). Also 
managing the growing company becomes a challenge and a divisional organization should be established. In this 
organization, key managers should be competent to handle the growing and complex business environment. And a 
separation starts to emerge between the owner and the company. The take-off stage is a pivotal period in which the 
company can become a big business but can also fail in countering the presented challenges. Selling the company or 
retrenching and continuing as a successful business at a state of equilibrium remains a possibility (Churchill & Lewis, 
1983). The last stage in the framework of Churchill and Lewis is the resource maturity stage. In this stage the 
financial gains of the rapid growth should be consolidated and the advantages of a small size company should be 
retained. The company has grown but the needed flexibility, quick response and entrepreneurial spirit should 
remain within the company. With these capacities, the company can become a formidable force in the market 
(Churchill & Lewis, 1983).  
 
In the different stages,  priorities change as the company grows, and the management style and organization change 
accordingly. The challenges a company is confronted with in each stage is maintaining a competitive advantage, the 
associated cash-flow and resources. By evaluating a new venture with the framework of Churchill and Lewis a clear 
insight is provided in the current state and challenges a company is confronted with and can experience in the 
future.  
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2.3 Breakpoints 
 
But a company is not only confronted with challenges and changes associated with the development of a company, 
every company can also be confronted with a discontinuous change (Strebel, 1994). Whether a company can benefit 
from this change, depends on its response (Strebel, 1994). In the new business situation, the formula for success 
changes accordingly and finding this new formula can pose a large challenge (Strebel, 1994). Conventional change 
strategies cannot be applied in coping with the discontinuous change, the fundamental assumptions of gradual 
adaptation have become invalid (Pullen, 1993). A discontinuous change is therefore defined by Pullen as “an 
adjustment or event which is not continuous with the past or current direction of the organization and has no 
precedent” (Pullen, 1993). 
 
An important aspect in managing discontinuous change is recognizing the breakpoint, the starting point of a phase 
of discontinuous change (Pullen, 1993). But recognizing the event or change as a breakpoint is very difficult, and the 
impact on the continuity can often only be identified in retrospect. Because of the discontinuous character, the 
indications of the occurrence of a breakpoint are not recognized as such, only the direct changes are identified, not 
the impact on the continuity. When this happens, the breakpoint becomes clear later on, which makes it difficult to 
adequately manage the associated changes, and can create an unstable and uncertain business situation (Verhoef, 
1994).  
 
The changes associated with a breakpoint affect the continuity of a company. A breakpoint can literally make or 
break a company, and often goes hand in hand with shifts in performance (Strebel, 1994). After a breakpoint has 
occurred, a company will make a shift and follow a different course (Strebel, 1994). Therefore a breakpoint is 
defined as: 
 

A business event which in retrospect proved to have a significant impact on the continuity of the company. 
 
Breakpoints can be caused by forces in- and outside of an organization (Strebel, 1994). The occurrence of an 
external breakpoints lies outside the control of the company. They are caused by changes in the business 
environment and are directly related to the growth rate in an industry (Strebel, 1994). In a stable or slow growing 
industry, breakpoints occur less often compared with a dynamic and fast growing industry (Strebel, 1994). Because 
an external breakpoint is beyond the control of the company, identifying an external breakpoints as early as possible 
is vital for the continuation of a company, but also one of the most difficult tasks in managing breakpoints. 
 
Breakpoints with an internal origin have received limited attention in the different articles and books discussing the 
topic. The revolutions in company development as discussed in paragraph 2.2 and the paper of Greiner, indicate the 
existence of internal shifts. As a company matures, each stage demands a different organizational structure in order 
to maintain or increase the performance of the company (Greiner, 1972). Examples of such revolutions are discussed 
in the book of Carr (Carr et al, 1992). Carr introduces internal break- or breakthrough points, with which radical 
internal business changes are made (Carr et al, 1992). An internal breakpoint is created by redesigning business 
processes to close the gap between the performance of the company and its competitors. And “a big gap needs a 
big leap” (Carr et al, 1992). It is a pro active act by which the management team decides to change the organization 
and business activities in order to create a performance improvement.  
 
In an article of Mitroff et al, four different scenario’s of business crisis have been identified (Mitroff, 1987). Because 
of the similarities between corporate crisis and breakpoints, Mitroff et al provided a framework to categorize 
breakpoints and emphasize the difference between them (Verhoef, 1994). The article presented both an external 
and an internal source of corporate crisis, and emphasizes the importance to create this distinction because each 
source will have a different warning sign (Mitroff et al, 1987). To enhance the specificity of the warning signs, Mitroff 
et al also created a specification based on a technical/economic or a social/ organizational origin.  Wissema did not 
apply an extensive framework as was used by Mitroff, but he also identified the internal source of business crisis 
(Wissema, 1997). When a change is not detected by a manager or no appropriate actions are taken, the continuity of 
a company can be jeopardized, and an internal crisis can be created (Wissema, 1997).  
 
Despite the possible use of breakpoints as a means of progression (Carr et al, 1992), breakpoints are merely 
associated with a negative outcome. This was primarily caused by the focus on external breakpoints. These are 
mainly negative due to the impossibility to influence the occurrence and the difficulty to anticipate a breakpoint 
beforehand. But a breakpoint can also have a positive outcome and improve the performance of a company. 
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Although most of the research had focussed on preventing breakpoints instead of creating them, by using the 
change capacity of a breakpoint, it could also be used as a method for growth and prosperity. But limited evidence is 
presented on the applicability and effect of breakpoints. The majority of the publications have a conceptual nature, 
and limited effort has been put in investigating the occurrence and consequences of breakpoints in existing 
companies. This is strange considering the impact breakpoints have on the continuity of a company, and additional 
research is needed to enhance the insight and knowledge of breakpoints.  
 
2.4 Developing New Ventures in Emerging Markets 
 
New ventures operating in emerging markets are very often characterized by high degrees of uncertainty due to the 
absence of relevant market information and instability (Andries et al, 2007). Information on the different market 
forces and the outcome of technical activities are unknown and highly unpredictable due to the dependency on 
different future decisions made by various stakeholders (Andries et al, 2007). In case of technological complex 
products, the market and technology is often less understood and will co-evolve over time (Tidd et al, 2001). Also 
the absence of a market standard creates a great amount of uncertainty (Tidd & Bessant, 2007). Until the 
emergence of a dominant design, the market will be characterized by frequent major product changes (Tidd & 
Bessant, 2007). How such a market will grow, depends on the diffusion of a product, how and at what pace do the 
customers adopt and purchase the product (Tidd et al, 2001). Until the emergence of a dominant design, and an 
increasing product diffusion, the environment in which a company operates will be unstable. And the possibility of 
the occurrence of one or more breakpoints is higher than when the market is more stable and mature (Strebel, 
1994). 
 
The uncertainty of an unstable market in which most high tech new ventures are operating, influences the number 
and impact of the changes made by a company (Andries  et al, 2007). Predicting the future in such a situation is a 
very difficult endeavour and the outcome could therefore be very different than expected. This is often caused by a 
discrepancy between the amount of information needed and what is actually available (Andries et al, 2007). New 
ventures, operating in emerging markets are especially hindered by this absence of information (Andries et al, 2007). 
Because of the high degree of uncertainty about the future development, it is very difficult to expect future 
developments and determine the correct business concept and strategy right away. As was identified by Stoica and 
Schindehutte, “only in a minority of cases do entrepreneurs succeed because they define their concept correctly from 
the beginning, and rarely do they immediately achieve a good fit between the available opportunity and their 
approach to the business concept” (Stoica & Schindehutte, 1999). The success of a business strategy and business 
model cannot be predicted with certainty ex ante (Andries et al, 2007). 
 
Most of the new ventures follow a chronological change path in adapting and developing the company (Bhide, 
2000). A new venture starts with an opportunity which is associated with a high uncertainty, and as the company 
evolves, opportunism gives way for systematically anticipating and planning of the future (Bhide, 2000). In this 
process, companies are subjective to different opportunistic adaptations to unexpected problems in order to survive 
over a longer period of time (Bhide, 2000). Some of this sequential development was influenced by the presence of 
an outside investor, as noticed by Bhide “investors prefer ventures with plausible and well thought-out plans to 
address well defined markets. A solid plan reassures them about the competence of the entrepreneur and provides a 
yardstick for measuring progress and testing initial assumptions”. But making the right assumptions underlying the 
core principles of the company is complicated and the high uncertainty makes it difficult to be right the first time 
(Andries et al, 2007). And with incorrect basic assumptions a radical and hazardous change has to be made in order 
to remain successful (Andries et al, 2007).  
 
But a chronological development path is not the only option available to successfully develop a new venture. 
Andries et al identified a useful parallel approach towards company development, the portfolio approach (Andries et 
al, 2007). With this approach new ventures experimented with several different business options simultaneously 
from which they eliminated the unsuccessful options. Andries et al identified that this creates a form of risks 
spreading and the possibility to maintain a significant degree of flexibility. This can prevent the occurrence of a 
radical and hazardous change due to an incorrect focus. A company can also gain experience from the elimination of 
earlier options hereby reducing the uncertainty along the way by ‘learning by doing’ (Andries et al, 2007). By 
exploring one option the new ventures becomes able to reassess and redefine the nature and priorities of their 
whole portfolio. Andries et al emphasized that when using the portfolio approach, the impact of the changes are less 
severe, and by using low cost probing and a synergy between the different options, the cost of experimenting is 
much lower compared with the chronological approach. Also the new venture can use the multiple experiments to 
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generate a cash flow early on and use the revenues to support the long term development of other activities. 
Therefore Andries et al identified the portfolio approach as a much more appropriate and pro active methodology in 
investigating how to exploit a business opportunity and develop a company over time.  
 
Another approach in developing a new venture is an effectuation approach. Where most of the current 
management approaches rest on causation and a logic of prediction, effectuation rests on the logic of control 
(Sarasvathy, 2001). With a causation approach, a particular effect is taken as a given and a focus is made on selecting 
between the means necessary to create that effect. But in an effectuation process, a set of means is taken as a given 
instead of the effect. And a selection is made between possible effects that can be created with the set of means 
available (Sarasvathy, 2001). An effectuation process not only enables the realization of several possible effects, but 
the decision maker is also allowed to change, adapt and construct the goals over time hereby using new 
opportunities as they arise. Therefore the original idea with which a company is started does not imply a single 
strategic approach for the firm. It is a flexible approach, in which a company can take a completely different 
direction over time (Sarasvathy, 2001). Instead of focussing on the possible return in the future, the effectuation 
approach estimates how much loss is affordable. And focuses on experimenting with as many strategies as possible 
with the given means. Because of this flexibility, effectuation could be better in exploiting unexpected opportunities 
than causation (Sarasvathy, 2001). And because of the potential loss calculation, the impact is known and could be 
reduced.  
 
But whether the sequential approach becomes a method of the past is indistinct. Both the portfolio - and 
effectuation approach of Andries et al and Sarasvathy have potential, and are able to deal with the uncertainty and 
changes associated with developing a new venture in an emerging market. But up till now the role breakpoints play 
in the development of a new venture, remains unclear from the available literature. And additional research is 
needed in order to improve the insight in the cause and effect of breakpoints before an appropriate development 
approach could be identified. In the next chapter the associated research questions of this investigation are 
presented which served as a guideline in this master thesis.  
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3. Research Questions 

Where business development has received a large amount of attention in different papers and books, breakpoints 
have not. This was surprising considering the impact breakpoints have on the continuity of the company and can 
hinder the development. In earlier research, breakpoints were seen as a problem, a threat, and were associated with 
uncertainty (Strebel, 1994 ; Pullen, 1993). Therefore the occurrence of a breakpoint should be anticipated well in 
advance, and by good management and some luck, a company can overcome a breakpoint (Strebel, 1994). But little 
research has been done investigating the positive outcome of a breakpoint, and how breakpoints could be used in 
developing a company. Instead most of the articles focused on preventing a breakpoint. By definition a breakpoint is 
an event or change which can impact the continuity, so why couldn’t it enhance or extend the continuity of a 
company. Because of the focus on the negative aspects of breakpoints, the conclusions presented in earlier research 
do not explain the role of breakpoints in the company development to the fullest extent. Also sufficient empirical 
evidence is lacking. In order to understand and deal with breakpoints in the future, additional insights are needed. 
Therefore an exploratory study is started which focuses on new ventures in emerging markets. And the following 
research question is defined as the main topic of this study. 
 

What role do breakpoints play in the start-up years of a new venture operating in an emerging market? 
 
In order to answer the general research question, four additional questions are introduced. With these sub 
questions the general research question can be answered in greater detail and all aspects concerning breakpoints 
are taken into account. The first sub question focuses on the origin of a breakpoint. A breakpoint could be caused by 
forces internal or external to the company (Strebel, 1994). And in order to understand the occurrence and effect of 
the breakpoint, the preceding events and changes have to be investigated. This could provide a better insight in why 
a breakpoint occurs and how a company could deal with the occurrence of breakpoints in the future, and is 
addressed in the first research sub question. 
 
 SQ1 What caused a breakpoint to occur? 
 
Anticipating or indentifying a breakpoint, proved to be very difficult and was often only possible in retrospect 
(Strebel, 1994). Due to its discontinuous character, the long term consequences of the changes cannot be foreseen 
and will become apparent later on. But still these changes need to be adequately managed in order to reduce or use 
the impact. In earlier research, the capacity to identify breakpoints on time proved to be an important asset in 
managing and developing a company (Strebel, 1994). To investigate whether this capacity is present in new ventures 
and if the ventures are able to benefit from this capacity, the second sub-question was created. 
 
SQ2 Did a breakpoint come across or was it expected? 
 
Pullen identified a breakpoint as the starting point of a phase of discontinuous change (Pullen, 1993). In this phase 
different events and changes can impact the continuity of a company and start a new phase of company 
development. And would imply that successive events and changes are directly influenced by the occurrence of a 
breakpoint. To investigate what direct impact a breakpoint has on the development of a company, and whether it 
could initiate a new phase in the development of a new venture, the third sub-question was created. 
 
SQ3 How does a breakpoint relate to the development of a new venture? 
 
New ventures operating in emerging markets are very often confronted with high degrees of uncertainty (Andries et 
al, 2007). The market is small, a product standard is absent, and how a market will develop depends on the diffusion 
of a product (Tidd et al, 2001). The new venture will develop as the product diffusion increases and new options and 
opportunities become available for the company. But whether the new options and business opportunities can 
stand on the basis of a breakpoint remained unclear in earlier research. Also the potential opportunities created by a 
breakpoint have not been investigated in earlier research. By investigating the relationship between breakpoints and 
business opportunities, an additional insight could be provided and forms the basis of sub-question four. 
 
SQ4 How does a breakpoint relate to new business opportunities? 
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4. Methodology 

Correct and relevant data forms the starting point of a reliable and usable research study. But also the research itself 
should be performed in a correct manner. In this chapter the details of the data collection-, coding- and analysis 
methods used in this study are presented. 
 
4.1 Type of Research 
 
Entrepreneurship and academically sound are two different words which are not very often mentioned in the same 
sentence. Many entrepreneurs, when asked about their management style or secret in doing business, answer with 
the description of a ‘gut feeling’ management style. Entrepreneurs do not care whether a presented methodology is 
theoretically sound, as long as it provides them with the right solution at the right time. But in the academic 
application of research findings, the theoretical foundation of a study plays a more prominent role. But how should 
be dealt with this contradictory interest? How should a topic be studied in the entrepreneurship research field, 
accepted by the academic community and at the same time produce a relevant output which an entrepreneur could 
use in his day-to-day practices? How can researchers create the holy grail of the idiot proof guideline in setting up a 
guaranteed successful business? 
 
Of course is an idiot proof guideline an utopia, but also the creation of a guideline which can be used in a range of 
specific situations is very difficult. In the field of management science an ongoing discussion is present on whether 
the output of a research study should by either practically relevant or theoretically sound (Van Aken, 2004). Most of 
the academic research in management science is based on the perception that the primary goal in science should be 
to describe and explain and thus understand phenomenon that occur (Van Aken, 2004). But only understanding 
does not solve the problem, one should develop and test solutions. Therefore van Aken proposed a distinction of 
two different kinds of theories which can result from research, organization theory and management theory. 
Organization theory results from description-driven research, which has an explanatory nature and is often used in a 
conceptual way. Management theory on the other hand results from research which is prescription driven and can 
be used to design solutions for problems identified. In management theory, the dilemma between rigour and 
relevant is most dominant. When a solution is theoretically sound it is often too broad and general to be applied and 
when the solution is practical it is often lacking theoretical foundation. Therefore van Aken introduced the 
technological rule, “A chunk of general knowledge, linking an intervention or artefact with a desired outcome or 
performance in a certain field of application” (Van Aken, 2004). It is a general prescription for a class of problems, 
and has the largest solution power when it is both field tested and grounded in the literature.  
 
With the research statement, a more descriptive, organization theory approach is taken to investigate breakpoints. 
Due to the limited knowledge about this topic, additional research is needed to provide a better insight. This 
additional insight can stimulate future development of more solution oriented research. And with the research sub 
questions, different aspects of a breakpoint are investigated, based on which different technological rules on 
breakpoints can be created and field tested in the future. The research conducted in this master thesis will thus be 
of an exploratory nature and will investigate how a new venture has developed over time and survived the difficult 
start up years. This study focuses on high tech start ups in an emerging market. Because of this focus, the knowledge 
gathered in the thesis will be specific and cannot be on the basis of any general conclusions on start ups per se. But 
despite limited possibilities to implement the outcomes of the research in practice, the use of the breakpoint 
perspective in investigating the development of new ventures is a novelty.  
 
4.2 Process Research Methodology 
 
The research that will be conducted in this master thesis is of an exploratory nature. In order to acquire the 
demanded insights and have the ability to answer the research question and sub questions, a suitable research 
methodology has to be used. This methodology should permit the acquisition of additional data, by which the 
properties of phenomena, situations, meanings and events can be discovered. This type of research can be 
characterized as qualitative research, which focuses on an improved insight instead of the confirmation of earlier 
findings (Van Aken et al, 2007). 
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4.2.1 Research Design 
 
The primary characteristic demanded from the methodology, is the possibility to analyze a process over time, a 
longitudinal investigation. Such an investigation can be conducted in the future, by which observations are used to 
acquire the necessary data. But also historical data can be used as a source of information. Due to the limited time 
available to fulfill the master thesis, a real time longitudinal investigation based on observations cannot be applied. 
Therefore historical data had to be used to answer the different research questions.  
 
Different types of longitudinal research strategies were available, of which a process study was the most suitable 
approach. In a process study, the investigator gathers data that indicates how the process unfolds over time (Poole 
et al, 2000). “A process study aims to find a general narrative that offers a common explanation for a range of cases” 
(Poole et al, 2000). And offers a flexible mode of inquiry that is ideally suited to explore critical features of change 
and development (Poole et al, 2000). The basis of the process research is the construction of a timeline of events 
that were significant in the development and change process. Hereby identifying the different circumstances that 
created the particular twists and turns that occurred in the process (Poole et al., 2000). By using different cases in a 
process study, the researcher can also try to identify a general narrative that offers a common explanation for a 
range of cases. And permits a researcher to acquire data that is both quantitative generable and of a high qualitative 
richness (Poole et al, 2000). 
 
Because of the limited time available only an archival study is applied, which is based on retrospect (Poole et al, 
2000). The study unfolds after the events have occurred and is conducted by the analysis of documents, records and 
retrospective interviews (Poole et al, 2000). The biggest advantage of archival research is the use of hindsight, which 
can provide valuable perspectives to the research efforts (Poole et al, 2000). The second advantage of archival 
research is the amount of time necessary to conduct the research. Very long processes can be investigated in brief 
periods of time (Poole et al, 2000). The downside of archival research is the inflexibility due to the dependency on 
the data that is preserved, no additional measures can be added to the investigation, lost data is gone forever (Poole 
et al, 2000). The archival data and interviews will provide the necessary data for the process study, and by coding 
the data the full story can be deducted of how a company developed over time.  

Four different new ventures were used in the process analysis and an additional new venture to test the initial 
research design and interview setup. The new ventures differed in both product and market but were contained 
within the focus on high tech start-ups in emerging markets. With the difference in industry, product and target 
market but also in age, the sample diversity was high. The heterogeneous sample can provide a good insight in the 
role of breakpoints, and a generalization could be possible within the focus applied.   
 
4.2.2 Data Collection 
 
Different information sources were used to gather the relevant data of the new ventures. With an internet search, 
press releases and company history, a chronological development overview was created for each new venture. With 
the chronological overview a semi structured interview was set up. Due to the limited timeframe and busy 
participants, only the CEO of the new venture was interviewed. Each interview contained company specific 
elements, but also general question were applied in each interview. To test whether the correct approach was taken 
in the interviews, a test company was used. With the test interview and chronological overview, an event sequence 
file was created. Based on the data richness in the event sequence file of the test company, the interview was 
adapted.  
 
All interviews were recorded and fully transcribed in order to facilitate further analysis. Which proved a valuable 
source for data enrichment, because new questions emerged during the transcription process. The starting point in 
process research is to translate the available data into different events, which is an empirical observation (Poole et 
al, 2000). These events can vary in temporal duration, overlap and can be decomposed into shorter constituent 
events (Poole et al, 2000). By administering the different events in chronological order hereby adding the date of 
occurrence, action, effect and data source, an event sequence file was created. In the event sequence file, the 
chronological development of the company was reconstructed with all the available data, based on which an 
illustration was made in which all events were encompassed. To verify the correctness of the event sequence file 
and illustration, the file, illustration and the additional questions were communicated to the participant. Each 
participant responded and additional information was added to the event sequence file. This resulted in four event 
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sequence files of varying lengths, CA had 61 events, Beta had 56 events, Delta had 49 events and Alfa 51 events. 
With the corrected event sequence files, the analysis of the development process was started. 
 
4.2.3 Event Coding 
 
The first step in analyzing the available data is coding the different events in the event sequence file. In the coding 
process it is important to not reduce the richness of the qualitative data that is available (Poole et al, 2000). 
Therefore the decision on the granularity of the coding is important. Two different approaches could be used for 
designing the coding system, an inductive approach in which the code is determined by the data gathered. Or a 
deductive approach based on a theory to specify the expected categories (Poole et al, 2000). But in practice these 
two methods are often combined into a retroductive approach (Poole et al, 2000). In this approach, the initial coding 
schema based on the theory of the literary review is tried out on the data file, and is adapted based on the 
attributes of the data (Poole et al, 2000). Because of the possibility to adapt the coding, and the ability to ensure the 
necessary data becomes available, the retroductive approach was used in this study. Therefore the initial coding 
based on the literary review was adapted to make the coding more workable and informative. But also to gather as 
much information as possible to preserve the richness of the data. This resulted in 12 coding categories and a total 
of 38 different codes as can be seen in appendix C.  The first five code categories are related to the first research sub 
question, and are used to identify the cause of the breakpoints. And the Market Event code category is also used to 
investigate the relationship between breakpoints and business  opportunities 
 
Business Model event    A change which is made to the capabilities encompassed in the business        
(BMA-BMT-BMD-BMR)   model, a capability could be added, terminated or adapted. Or the business   

model as a whole could be reconfigurated. 
  

Context event   A change which occurred beyond the control of the company but which may    
(CO)    affect the company’s processes and continuation.  
  
Market event All changes and developments in the market which can influence current or 
(MI-ME-MD-MT) future products or activities of the company. In order to create such a change, an 

opportunity has to be identified, explored, developed but could also be 
terminated. 

 
Challenge event   A change which poses a problem for which the solution is not directly                 
(CI-CS)    available within the company. Such a challenge is identified, and a search for  

a solution could be started.  
 

Strategy event   A change was made to the strategy employed by the company. A company       
(SF-SE-ST-SS)   could apply a focus strategy or expand the strategy with additional products  

or markets. But an aspect of the strategy could also be terminated or a shift could 
be made in which a whole new strategy is applied.  

 
Product event   All changes and developments concerning the products marketed and sold     
(PDE-PF-PD-PT-PI)  by the company. Such a change could be in the development of a product. A  

company could focus on a single product or add products to the portfolio in 
which a product differentiation takes places. And products can be terminated but 
also new product are introduced.   
 

The following three code categories were used to investigate the development of a company in order to answer sub 
question 3. The Company Development code category is also used to investigate the relationship between 
breakpoints and business opportunities which could answer sub question 4. 
  
Support event:   All events in which external financial support is  provided to the company.  
(SU) 
 
Revenue event:   All events which will created a revenue. This revenue could be created with  
(RG-RS)    activities related to the goal of the company or by activities which support  

the development of the company’s goal. 
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Company Development Event All activities contributing to the development and continuation of the               
(CDI-CDO-CDE-CDC)  company in the future but which do not directly affect current performance. Such  

an event could be an initiative, or an opportunity to develop the company. And a 
company could expand or contract based on the developments . 

 
Value Discipline event:  All events relating to changes in the applied value discipline. A company          
(VDF-VDD-VDS)   could focus, differentiate or switch between different value disciplines. 
 
The last two code categories are used to identify whether a breakpoint was expected and whether it can be 
classified as an internal or external breakpoint and is used to answer sub question 2.  
  
Negative Breakpoints  A business event which in retrospect proved to a have a significant negative 
(NBIC-NBIE-NBEC-NBEE)  impact on the continuity of the company. A negative breakpoint could occur  

internal or external to the company and can come across or can be expected. 
Positive Breakpoints  A business event which in retrospect proved to a have a significant positive   
(PBIC-PBIE-PBEC-PBEE)  impact on the continuity of the company. A positive breakpoint could occur  

internal or external to the company and can come across or can be expected. 
 
Next to the event specific codes, the direction or course of action that occurred in each event has been coded. The 
events were coded according to whether they represent a continuation or change in the course of action from the 
previous event related to the topic (Poole et al, 2000). The course of action involved in each event will be coded 
according to whether it represents an:  
 
Expansion  (EXP)   An addition, elaboration, reinforcement from the prior event. 
Contraction  (COT)   Contraction, reduction, deemphasize of the prior event. 
Modification  (MOD)   Revision, shift, correction of the prior event. 
Continuation (CON)  Repetition or ongoing progression from the prior event. 
 
The coding of the event action course requires identifying the prior event pertaining to the topic, and then judging if 
and how the action course in the present event differs from the prior event (Poole et al, 2000). Based on the 
difference between events the specific coding is assigned. The course of action coding can assist in the analysis of 
the different events and whether different patterns and phases exist in the development of the companies and can 
help identify which role breakpoints play in the development of the company. 
 
Event 
 

Date of 
Occurence Event Description 

Effect 
 

Course of  
Action 

Code 
 

Source of 
Iinformation 

  2001           

1. mid 2001 founding of Wish     CDE Press release 

2. mid 2001 Introduction of Guldert 
R. Penn and P. Ruin were able to 
gather initial startup capital EXP 

SF/RG/
PI 

Press release Wish 
Interview R. Penn: 
line 76-77 

  2002           

3. 
first half of 
2002 

Decision to use six months to 
develop a sustainable product with 
a lifecycle 

start of the exploration of several 
different business opportunities 
simultaneously EXP 

CDO/P
DE 
/PBIE 

Interview R. Penn: 
line 78-79 

4. 
first half of 
2002 

R. Penn and P. Ruin start with  the 
exploration of the business 
potential of a kitchen product   EXP 

ME/PD
E 

Interview R. Penn: 
line 80 

5. 
first half of 
2002 

They simultaneously start with the 
exploration of the business 
potential of Napfactory which is a 
cheap hotel formula currently 
known as CitizenM   EXP 

ME/PD
E 

interview R. Penn: 
line 80-86 

6. 
first half of 
2002 

NS Vastgoed selects a location near 
Schiphol at which the Nap Factory 
could be build  

R. Penn and P. Ruin start 
negotiating with architects and 
interior designers to detail the 
Nap Factory concept CON PDE 

interview R. Penn: 
line 86-87 

7. 
first half of 
2002 

R. Penn and P. Ruin decide to 
abandoning the idea of Napfactory 

  
COT PT/MT interview R. Penn 

Table 4.1 Part of the event sequence file of company Beta 
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In table 4.1, part of an event sequence file is shown in which the incorporated categories and the use of the event- 
and course of action coding could be seen. Also the information sources were added in case a verification was 
needed.   
 
4.2.4 Data Reliability 
 
The completeness of the data and adequate coding are crucial for the reliability of the results created with the 
process research (Langley, 1999). The research conducted in this master thesis will be archival, the process is studied 
after it occurred (Poole et al, 2000). The primary advantages of this approach is the benefit of hindsight and it is less 
time consuming. But the major disadvantage is the limited flexibility, one has to work with what is presented (Poole 
et al, 2000). The quality of the data depends on the extend of the information that is kept, loss of data due to 
archival practices, contradiction among records, biases and self serving distortions and inconsistent quality of 
records (Poole et al, 2000).  But not only the available records can pose a problem also the participants of the study 
can create a bias. In this study the CEO of each company was interviewed based on which the event sequence file 
was created. But a decision maker is often not able to accurately recall the past (Miller et al, 1997). And can have the 
tendency to have a different perspective or to recall decision processes as purposeful and sequential and influence 
the data (Miller et al, 1997) (Schwenk, 1985). These tendencies are caused by the selective recall of information and 
social desirable biases (Schwenk, 1985). Therefore comparison with a combination of different sources such as 
archival records could improve the accuracy of the data (Schwenk, 1985).  
 
Therefore, two sources of data have been used in this study, historic data and an interview. The historic data was 
gathered online by searching for press releases, articles and other content discussing the company and its 
development. Also the company website often provided a historic overview. By combining the different data sources 
a verified chronological development overview has been created. Unfortunately this overview only highlights the 
most important activities and developments of a company, but because the study is dealing with breakpoint this 
does not have to be a problem per se. Based on the historic overview, a semi structured interview was setup of 
which the content but also the effect had been tested with a test company.  
 
During the interview several measures were taken to improve the accuracy and reliability of the data. By 
interviewing the founder / CEO of each company the most knowledgeable informant present in a company was 
used. And by challenging his or her statements with the data from the chronological overview during the interview, 
potential contradictions were eliminated. The questions in the interview also focused on facts and events which 
prevented the incorporation of opinions, and reduced the potential bias (Miller et al, 1995). And the participant was 
motivated to answer as accurately as possible, but also to not respond when an answer could not be recalled (Miller 
et al, 1995). Finally full confidentiality of the data was provided to motivate the participant to provide accurate 
information. After the interview, the different data sources were combined into an event sequence file and 
illustration, which were verified with each participant. Also different additional questions were asked to improve the 
accuracy of the data (Miller et al, 1995)(Schwenk, 1985).  
 
To ensure that no bias was created during the data processing and analysis, several measures were taken. The 
coding process was conducted by two independent individuals to measure the reliability of the coding scheme. 
Based on the codes assigned to identical events when applying the decision rules independently, the extent to which 
the individuals agree on the appropriate code can be measured (Poole et al, 2000). But before the reliability was 
measured, each individual coded the event sequence file of the test company to remove flaws, ambiguities and 
improve the coding scheme. After the test case, each company was coded separately and the reliability of the coding 

was calculated. A method of calculating this reliability is Cohen’s Kappa. By 
calculating the Cohen’s Kappa for each company, the reliability of the coding and 
associated results becomes clear (Poole et al, 2000). In appendix F the calculation 
of the Cohen’s Kappa is provided and also the tabulation of Landis Koch. Landis 
and Koch provided an interpretation of the Cohen’s Kappa scores in which a 
score of (0,40-0,60) indicated a moderate agreement, (0,60-0,80) a substantial 
agreement and (0,80-0,90) an almost perfect agreement. Based on the 
interpretation, the coding of the different companies proved to have a 
substantial agreement and almost perfect agreement as shown in table 4.2. Next 
to the coding reliability, findings of the analysis were verified with the 

participants. With the coding of the data a total of 11 breakpoints was identified. The different breakpoints were 
discussed with the participants in order to verify the impact of the events and acquire additional information. 

Company Cohen's Kappa 

Alfa 0,682 

Beta 0,896 

CA 0,778 

Delta 0,682 

 
Table 4.2 interrater reliability  
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Overall the reliability and accuracy of the data was sufficient to continue with the analysis and could present reliable 
and usable results based on the applied guidelines and methodologies. 
 
4.3 Data Analysis 
 
After the data collection, the different research questions should be answered by analyzing the available data. The 
main research question is supported by four different research sub questions. With the research sub questions an in 
depth insight in the role of breakpoint should be provided. Three of the four sub question could be answered by 
using the data created with the event coding. By including the cause and expectance of a breakpoint in the coding 
applied in the data collection, each breakpoint was coded accordingly. Based on the different breakpoints 
encountered by the companies a conclusion could be drawn about the cause of a breakpoint and whether the 
occurrence was expected beforehand. The sub question concerning the relation between breakpoints and business 
opportunities could also be answered by analyzing a particular coding that was applied. With the company 
development opportunity coding, the different opportunities presented to the company were identified. And by 
combining the company development and breakpoint coding, an additional insight is provided on the relationship 
between breakpoints and business opportunities. This insight could be used to answer the research sub question. 
 
But the data alone could not provide the answer to whether breakpoints are related to the contraction and 
expansion of a new venture. By using the course of action coding of each company, the different phases present in a 
company could be deducted. By applying specific parsing rules, the course of action coding is categorized into phase 
maps of the company development (Poole et al, 2000). The parsing rules that were applied were based on the book 
of Poole and contain the criteria that indicate when a particular phase starts and ends. The phases that could be 
present at the different companies are expanding, contracting and ongoing progression phases (Poole et al, 2000). 
By adding the breakpoints in the phase maps, an insight is provided on the role of breakpoints in the phases of a 
company and how they are related.  
 
Next to the research sub questions, the framework of Churchill and Lewis as presented in chapter 2, could provide a 
clear insight in the role of breakpoints in the development of the company. Two independent researchers applied 
the framework as presented in appendix C and created two evolution overviews. By relating the event numbers to 
the different stages of the particular company the overviews could be compared and any discrepancies were 
discussed and corrected. This resulted in a single overview in which both the different development stages and the 
company breakpoints were shown of each company. Based on the findings in the sub questions and the framework 
of Churchill and Lewis an insight is provided on the role of breakpoint in the development of a company and the 
main research question could be answered.  
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5. Case Descriptions 

With the different interviews and data gathering methods described in the prior chapter, an analysis is made on how 
the new ventures have changed over time. Based on this analysis a company specific case description and 
illustration which provides a clear insight is provided in the changes a company was subject to. Each new venture in 
the research sample has its unique features and developments since they were founded. In this chapter a 
description is provided on how the new ventures developed from a business idea to a profitable company. And 
which changes played a vital role in this development. Due to privacy agreements, only the development was 
described but the company name and product were anonymized.  

5.1. CA 

CA  
Founded:                                                                January 2000 

Core product Digital TV commercials 

Competitive advantage Service quality  

Venture Capital Investment € 0 

Turnover € 25.000.000 (2008) 

Employees 35 (2008) 

 
 
CA sells in house developed digital TV commercials, and is market leader in business to business digital TV 
commercials in the Netherlands. Charlie not only sell digital TV commercials to their customers but also develops 
related software products and services. Next to digital TV commercials, Charlie explores future media markets by 
developing new means of marketing and content delivery.  

In 1999, due to a bad experience with radio commercials, J. de Dijk and H. Hanson started to search for a new and 
more direct marketing medium. Digital commercials just had its market entry and more and more consumers were 
attracted by the commercials. Because of the high attention value of digital TV commercials, and the possibility to 
directly contact the intended target segment, digital TV commercials showed a high marketing potential. John de 
Dijk and Henk Hanson saw this potential and started to experiment on a local TV station with digital TV commercials. 
The advertisers got a large response rate on their adverts and became enthusiastic. 

Because of the initial success, J. de Dijk and H. Hanson decided to further exploit the opportunities of digital TV 
commercials and founded Charlie in January 2000. Shortly after the founding, the innovativeness of digital TV 
commercials became clear and several new customers were enlisted. Also several investors showed their interest to 
invest in Charlie. But because of the initial cash flow that was available, no additional funding was necessary to 
develop the company. In the mean while the customer base and sales volumes had increased substantially.  To deal 
with these larger volumes, Charlie hired an office space to automate and optimize the production process. And by 
the end of 2000, the customer base of Charlie had expanded to up to 200 companies in the Netherlands and 
Belgium. 

Triggered by the success at the different local TV stations, Charlie decided to expand their business activities by 
launching a marketing campaign promoting digital TV commercials. This campaign paid off and several new 
customers approached Charlie to use their services. To optimally serve their customers, Charlie started to 
investigate en develop new commercial possibilities with digital TV commercials, and technical development became 
more and more important. In order to process the still increasing volumes commercials, a new technology was 
developed create an commercial, diTV. This technology was presented mid 2002 and enabled the use of new 
software create the commercials. 

Up till mid 2002, Charlie had focussed on television. But due to the large success of radio 583 and digital radio 
commercials, different radio stations started to use digital radio commercials. Unfortunately Charlie had no digital 
radio commercial technology in their product portfolio. And to not miss out on the market opportunities of the 
product, Charlie started to develop the digital radio commercials from scratch. Hereby creating a new competitive 
advantage and an important future source of turnover.   

Table 5.1 Overview CA 
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In 2003, the international expansion of Charlie and digital TV commercials was materialized by expanding to 
Germany, the UK, Spain, and even opening an office in Poland. But also in the Benelux, Charlie was able to expand 
their market position and offered more and more products to different customers. Due to an increasing demand for 
custom build digital TV commercial technology J. de Dijk and H. Hanson founded Charlie Tech to market the 
technological capabilities of Charlie in August 2005.  

In the beginning of 2006 Charlie decided to terminate the Polish division. It proved too difficult to create a large 
customer base in Poland and manage the second office from the Netherlands. But despite the termination, the 
growth of Charlie did not slow down and their market position kept growing. In May 2007, J. de Dijk and H. Hanson 
pitched the international ambitions and stock market flotation of Charlie in Sprout. To fund these ambitions, J. de 
Dijk and H. Hanson were negotiating with several investors but ultimately decided not to attract an external 
investor. In the meanwhile Charlie expanded their digital commercial volume by purchasing several digital 
commercial departments of competitors who did not primarily focus on digital commercials. With the volume 
increase, service problems started to emerge at the end of 2007. The quality of the external studio was no longer 
adequate to deliver the service level demanded by Charlie. In order to maintain the necessary high service level, J. 
de Dijk and H. Hanson decided to build an in house production studio in the beginning of 2008.  

But despite the growing customer base J. de Dijk and H. Hanson noticed the limited attention that had been paid to 
possibilities of digital TV commercials. To promote these possibilities, Charlie decided to organized the Charlie day in 
October 2007. With the Charlie day, product and company promotion became a more prominent activity of Charlie, 
and more regular contact was sought with the media. Charlie also change their name to CA to promote their 
capabilities as a reliable business partner. This position was strengthened with the agreement with NPO to support 
all digital TV commercials of their television networks. And In October 2008, SBS broadcasting followed, which made 
Charlie an important player in digital commercials and distribution on television.  

In 2009, CA remained focussed on their goal of being a reliable B2B partner and expanded their activities with a 
second production studio. Also the second Charlie day was organized to again promote the different mobile 
solutions offered by Charlie But the biggest step of Charlie was their international expansion to Greece. After their 
failure in Poland, J. de Dijk and H. Hanson were reluctant to expand to a foreign market. But due to several customer 
requests, an expansion to Greece was established. With this expansion Charlie is back on the international market as 
a full service digital TV commercial creator, and is looking forward to other international expansions in the future.  

5.2 Alfa 

Alfa  
Founded:                                                                      May 2001 

Core product The online office 

Competitive advantage unique online office technology 

Venture Capital Investment € 0 

Turnover € 2.500.000 (2008) 

Employees 65 (2008) 

  
 
Alfa is specialized in online office services, which could replace the offline office software versions. Alfa sells an 
online word processor, spreadsheet creator and database creator in which all data is stored online. This reduces the 
risk of losing data, is accessible when internet is available and can be used on any computer without software being 
installed on the computer itself. 
 
Alfa finds its origin in two different companies which merged in 2006. But the technology was created by H.  
Schouten who founded Oxi in 2001. While working at his own company Pink mid 2000, H. Schouten identified the 
inefficient use of office hardware. Based on this inefficiency he started to search for an online solution. He found this 
solution in a product created by a spinoff of an American university which had a preliminary version of an online 
office. Unfortunately a licence would cost several million dollars which was unrealistic at that time. But the solution 
showed potential and several customers identified the practicality of an online office. Unfortunately, by the end of 
2000, Pink had to file for bankruptcy, and the exploration of the business potential of the online office was 
terminated.   

Table 5.2 Overview Alfa 
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But because H. Schouten became unemployed after the bankruptcy and had no income, he decided to restart with a 
new company based on the online office idea. But H. Schouten didn’t have a product yet and started to develop new 
software from scratch in the beginning of 2001. With the new software, H. Schouten founded Oxi and together with 
OAL, launched the first online office in June 2001. With the first version online, H. Schouten was able to field test 
and debug the developed technology. But it also provided the possibility to start creating a solid business case, 
based on which the technology could be sold in the future. 

But the digital office of OAL didn’t create a sufficient cash flow and Oxi started to develop web applications for 
various customers. But mid 2002, the marketing manager at RTX became convinced of the advantages of an online 
office and Oxi launched their second online office in October 2002. With this online office, Oxi could improve their 
technology and business case. But despite the success at RTX, the primary source of cash flow was still created with 
the web development activities for the rest of 2002 and 2003. 

In the beginning of 2004 H. Schouten started to realize that in order for the online office technology to become 
successful, a more pro-active sales strategy should be pursued. H. Schouten approached several potential sales 
partners which resulted in six different partnerships. In May 2004, H. Schouten was contacted by Jan Jansen who 
just had founded Alfa. He had identified the same inefficiency in the customer service industry, and suggested an 
exclusive sales partnership between Oxi and Alfa. Because the different sales partners hadn’t generated a satisfying 
turnover, Oxi terminated the partnerships and started to cooperate with Alfa at the end of 2004. This new 
partnership would provide the sales power necessary to create a success with the online office. 

In 2005 a large sales effort was put into place by Alfa and a new online office was launched. With this third office, 
Oxi was able to improve their software and finalize the business case. Due to the sales efforts of Alfa and an 
increased interest in the online office from the market, Oxi decided to terminate all additional activities in January 
2006, and solely focussed on the development of the online office. In line with the decision to focus, the sales 
partnership between Oxi and Alfa was upgraded to a full partnership and started working together on all projects. In 
the mean while the development of online office technology continued at Oxi and a new company was spun out in 
October 2006, Rize communications. Rize focussed on the development of a chat applications which could be 
combined with the online office in the future.  

In 2007 and the beginning of 2008, the growth rate of Oxi and Alfa remained high and Oxi moved into a new building 
in June 2008 to continue their expansion. In the mean while Oxi also had started the development of a new 
technology which should form the basis of the new online office in the beginning of 2008. This new technology was 
redeveloped from scratch to incorporate new quality aspects, applications and an improved usability. Due to the 
successful partnership in 2006 and 2007, Oxi was now solely working with the Alfa and in September 2008, Oxi and 
Alfa merged into a single company, Alfa. Unfortunately in the end of 2008, Alfa started to notice the effects of the 
credit crunch. Many potential customers were very enthusiastic about the online office solutions Alfa offered, but all 
future investments were postponed. Alfa did not receive any order in the end of 2008.  

Mid 2009, Alfa started to implement the new technology at different customers. From the start this new version 
proved to be big success. And the new applications which were integrated in the new system proved a welcome 
solution for online communication. In the last quarter of 2009, the effects of the credit crush started to diminish, 
and in November 2009, more and more potential customers restarted the negotiations with Alfa about the 
implementation of an online office. Allowing Alfa to continue their growth aspirations in the future. 

5.3 Delta 
 

Delta  
Founded:                                                                        July 2005 

Core product Touch screens 

Competitive advantage Leading in touch screens and content distribution technology 

Venture Capital Investment € 14.000.000 

Turnover € 7.000.000 (2007) 

Employees 40 (2007) 

 
 
Delta Technologies provides solutions for reading and modifying written digital content with the ease and comfort of 
print on paper. This is combined with the interactivity, flexibility and up-dating functionality by digital information. 

Table 5.3 Overview Delta 
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Delta serves both a business to business - as the consumer market with their reading solutions and works closely 
together with content providers to offer content when needed.  
 
Delta was founded as a Relax spinoff in July 2005. By the end of 2004, Relax decided to terminate the touch screen 
division, which was working on creating a new generation touch screens. But despite the intentions of Relax, the 
management team of the touch screen division was reluctant to abandon the technology. They decided to proceed 
in developing the technology and future products. With a licence agreement this intention became reality and with 
an additional funding of Cash King Capital in December 2005, the development of the touch screen was started. This 
development effort lead to the market introduction of the Reda in June 2006, a handheld touch screen based on the 
new screen technology. With this quick market entrance, Delta tried to gather as much user feedback as possible to 
improve the first product. 

In the meanwhile Delta also invested a lot of time and effort in content availability. Several partnerships were 
established with publishers like magazine Tiem. And different experiments were created to test the possibilities of e-
papers. After the different experimentations, The Gong was the first newspaper to offer an e-paper subscription in 
September 2006. But to further develop the touch screens, a second round of investment was needed.  This was 
provided by Cash King Capital and ARMO in September 2006.  

After the market launch of the Reda in the Netherlands by Selexyz in October 2007, Amazing entered the US market 
with the Riddle. With the introduction of the Riddle, the use of e-readers drastically increased due to the content 
availability provided by the Amazing e-store.  

Market development has been an important aspect in the business strategy of Delta, and the introduction of the 
Riddle was therefore a welcome impulse. But despite the increased sales, the market still did not take off fast 
enough. In the beginning of 2008, Delta displayed the touch screens in different bookstores to promote the 
potential and advantages of the touch screen to the consumers. Followed with the market introduction of the 
second version of the e-reader in May 2008. But despite the efforts to create a basis in the consumer and 
professional market, the product adoption remained slow. And the Delta management team decided to abandon 
the consumer market and add an OEM strategy to the product portfolio in August 2008. This strategic focus on the 
professional use of the touch screen was enhanced with the market introduction of the SL200 in September. Due to 
several new functions provided with the SL200, Delta offered a suitable product for the professional user. At the 
same time as the market introduction, Cash King announced a second round of funding which would support the 
strategic development of the professional market.  

But in the beginning of 2009, Amazing released their sales figures of 2008 which were much higher than expected. 
The US consumer e-reader market started to take off and product adoption speeded up, increasing the chances of 
success of Delta. Several companies became anxious that they would miss out on the US e-reader market 
opportunities and approached Delta to create an e-reader for the American market. Sweet and Chilli convinced 
Delta to enter the US market, and with an investment of US Shops of $ 8 million Delta started to develop a new 
touch screen. This resulted in the re-entrance of Delta into a market which they abandoned in mid 2008. With the 
introduction of the SL500Z in September 2009 and partnerships with Sweet and Chilli and Horizon, Delta started to 
compete heads up with Amazing trying to exploit the advantages of their technologies. 
 
5.4 Beta 

Beta  
Founded:                                                                       mid 2001 

Core product Online created photo album 

Competitive advantage Content availability 

Venture Capital Investment € 12.000.000 

Turnover € 5.000.000 (2008) 

Employees 50 (2008) 

 
 
Beta offers consumers the possibility to create and send a personalized photo album. The Beta website provides the 
possibility to uniquely design the photo album, with layout, slogans and text, which one can send to oneself, a friend 
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or a group of people. After the design confirmation and payment, the photo album is printed, bind, packet and 
finally send to the specified addresses. All these operations are performed in-house at the production facility of Beta  
 
Beta has been founded by P. Ruin and R. Penn. In 2001 they were searching for a job next to their study, and came 
up with a unique product, the Guldert. This product focussed on the remembrance of the original Dutch coin, the 
‘gulden’. With this idea, P. Ruin and R. Penn founded their company Wish, and were able to make a profit. After 
their studies in 2002, P. Ruin and R. Penn decided to use this profit and experiment for six months to develop a 
sustainable product with a lifecycle. After investigating several product ideas, such as a kitchen product, hotel 
branch and a digital picture frame, R. Penn and P. Ruin came up with a new product, Tin. Tin was a closed tin with a 
small slot in which a consumer could put a small note. This tin could be send by mail and once received has to be 
opened with a tin opener to read the message. In November 2002, Wish introduced this product in different retail 
stores and was sold in series of 500 pieces per design. But after the market introduction, Wish started to receive 
several questions whether more personalized Tin’s could be made. Initially P. Ruin and R. Penn weren’t very amused 
with the requests, but after a while, became aware of the large market gap which was present. Up till then 
consumers were not able to create an online personalized gift. 
 
In the beginning of 2003 P. Ruin and R. Penn decided to investigate the potential of the personalized gift and took a 
critical look on how the traditional purchase process took place. Based on this research, P. Ruin and R. Penn decided 
to start developing the personalized photo albums, Beta. Luckily a large partner was found which hired Wish as their 
personal concept development bureau. This created the necessary cash-flow to remain focussed on the 
development of Beta. While working for their partner, P. Ruin and R. Penn remained focussed on Beta and 
partnered up with several companies to develop the production process. This effort resulted in the launch of Beta.nl 
in June 2004 and the first photo albums were send within days. But with a just few albums created and send each 
day, the lifetime of Beta would become very short. In the end of 2004, P. Ruin and R. Penn recognized the difficulty 
to attract consumers and decided to look for a partner while further developing Beta. This resulted in a partnership 
with Hark Benelux, which would provide basic content and assistance in optimizing the Beta website. With this 
partnership, Beta launched the second version of their website in 2005 and started to enhance the quality of the 
photo albums. Beta also optimized the production process by investing in their print partner The Pritner. Next Beta 
partnered with the Belgian Post and started to offer their services in Belgium. With Hark and the Belgian Post, the 
sales volumes started to increase significantly. 

In the beginning of 2006, Wish was approached by Hark USA for a possible partnership, which provided a great 
opportunity to further develop Beta. And resulted in a partnership of one year and a significant increase in sales 
volume and market exposure. P. Ruin and R. Penn therefore decided not to become a full service internet provider 
but to exploit Beta as a brand. And set the goal to provide the possibility to send a personalized photo album 
worldwide with a daily delivery. This goal was partially fulfilled when Beta went to the US and tried to develop this 
new market. But the partnership with Hark would terminate soon and Hark asked P. Ruin and R. Penn whether Wish 
was for sale. P. Ruin and R. Penn politely refused and Hark US terminated the partnership and Beta left the US. In 
the mean while Wish partnered up with TNT which increased the awareness of the possibility of personalized photo 
albums in the Netherlands.  

In order to further develop Beta and expand the services internationally, P. Ruin and R. Penn decided to attract 
external investors. This resulted in an investment of Strive Technology Ventures of € 5 million and provided the 
opportunity to pursue long term strategic goals. In the end of 2007 the international ambition of Beta is  
materialized with the partnership with Royal Mail and Wish opened an office in Birmingham. Beta UK went live in 
December 2007. But this turned out to be a bad decision. The costs of the office and staff in Birmingham were very 
high and burned cash at a very quick pace. Ultimately Wish was forced to close the office in Birmingham to cut costs.  

In the beginning of 2008 Hark Benelux announced the termination of the partnership and left Wish in shock. With 
the exit of Hark, Wish was confronted with the absence of several capabilities necessary to offer a high quality 
product to the consumers and a large reduction in sales volume. Wish was forced to rethink their strategy in order 
to win back their market position and sales volume. By going back to basic, hereby focussing on the core 
competences and developing all capabilities which were absent, Wish managed to restart the development of Beta. 
In the mean while, Wish also issued a lawsuit against Hark for breaking their contract. But despite the bounding 
contract the Dutch court allowed Hark to offer an identical product in Europe. But still the international expansion of 
Beta continued and in April 2008, Beta went live in Germany and France. To attract more customers which are 
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online and working with pictures, Wish also purchased the picture website piktuur.nl in April 2008. And P. Ruin and 
R. Penn decided to adopt the name Beta for the whole company, and abandon the name Wish at the end of 2008.  

In March 2009, the international expansion boosted with a second round of seed capital of € 7 million which was 
provided by Z-capital and Vipe Technology. With this funding, Beta was able to expand to the USA by launching 
Beta.com in the summer of 2009. Hereby re-entering the market they left in 2006. Next to the launch of Beta.com, 
Beta also purchased their printing partner The Pritner. And together moved into a new building in October 2009 by 
which all steps of the production process of Beta are merged to further optimize and improve the production 
process. 

5.5 Illustration of Chronological Development 
 
To exhibit the chronological development of the new ventures, each event sequence file has been translated into an 
illustration. With this translation the different events and their descriptions are plotted on a timeline from the 
founding date till November 2009. This provides a good insight into the output of specific events (circle), how they 
are related, and how different opportunities are simultaneously explored. But it also clearly shows when a 
breakpoint (square) occurred and how the company developed afterwards. 

The main line in an illustration represents the core activity of the company up till now. Each new line which 
originates from the line in an upward direction represents a change in the company development. Most of these 
changes are initiated by a breakpoint, but also the founding of a company can stand on the basis.  The lines which 
originated in a downward direction, represent a new path or opportunity the company started to explore next to 
their core activities. By assigning the occurring events to either the main line or the different opportunities an insight 
is provided in the outcome of the different events and opportunity explorations. When an exploration is terminated, 
this is marked with a cross. But it is also possible that a specific opportunity leads to another, new opportunity. In 
that case, a new path is created which originates from the original opportunity. The illustration of the chronological 
development of CA is shown in figure 5.1 and the illustrations of Alfa, Delta and Beta can be found in appendix A1-3. 

The chronological development of CA is characterized by opportunity exploration. As can be seen in figure 5.1, 
numerous opportunities are explored which resulted into different products. The illustration of Alfa clearly shows 
the parallel route the company had taken in developing the online office technology. While creating a cash flow with 
web development, investments were made in the online office. The market development is the aspect which is 
noticed in the illustration of Delta. Different initiatives were started in order to develop the market which resulted in 
a breakpoint as can be seen in appendix A1-3. In the illustration of Beta, the dynamic character of the development 
of this company is clearly visible. With the different breakpoints interrupting the main line and different business 
opportunities that are explored 
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2000 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

termination

breakpoint

event

1. H. identifies the inefficiency of radio commercials

CA

2001

2. digital TV commercials 
    is identified as a 
    marketing tool 

3. J. and H. start experimenting 
    with digital TV commercials 

4. negotiation with local tv station 
    to start digital TV commercials

1999

5. founding of Charlie

6. presentation of digital TV commercials at Marketing Beurs

7. contract with CGDE TV 
    for digital TV commercials

8. several investment offers   
    are refused by J. and H.

9.  marketing campaign promoting digital TV commercials starts 
     to show high payoff and other companies and tv networks 
     become very interested in digital TV commercials

10. first office space is hired 
      in Oss

11. customer base rapidly 
      expands to 200 different 
      customers

12. first marketing campaign outside the local tv networks is launched

13. start exploration of different 
       commercial possibilities due to 
       customer requests

14.  start development of new 
        method to produce digital TV 
        commercials

15.  introduction of new production software

16.  ABGC signs contract to use 
       digital production software

17. digital radio commercials unexpectedly turns 
       out to be a huge success due to radio 538

18.  LcX signs contract to use 
       digital production software

19.  Start digital karaoke party

20.  digital TV commercials expanded to 
        Germany, UK and Spain

24.  introduction of digital 
       production software 
       in Poland

25. SWR starts to use software of 
       Charlie to create own commercials

26. Charlie files a complaint 
       due to high commercial costs

27. Charlie creates an digital
       win campaign for Eure

28. rtsQ signs contract to use 
       digital production software

29. Introduction of animated 
       commercials 

30.  LRRSP signs contract to use 
       digital production software

31. founding of 
      Charlie-technology

32. introduction digital video clip

34. Charlie takes action against illegal copies of 
       patented digital production software

37. development of VideoClub 
      is started

38. developmentplan of Charlie 
      pitched in Sprout

39. website VideoClub live

40. Charlie purchases digital 
      commercial departments of  
      different companies

41. Charlie technology launches commercial creator

42. decision is made not to attract  
      external investments

43. launch commercial website

46. decision is made to build 
      in-house production studio

47. FDU selects CA as 
       advertisement partner

48. VEIH selects CA 
     as advertisement partner

50. Charlie  renamed 
       to CA
     

51. new studio 
      installed in Oss

52. NPO signs general 
       contract with CA

53. new CA platform in use

55. SBS signs general 
       contract with CA

45. first CA day

56. second CA day

57. launch 
       CA portal 

58. start second production studio

59.  digital radio commercials  
        sold in Germany

60.  digital radio commercials sold
        in UK, Ireland and Spain

61. International expansion 
       to Greece

21. exploration of market 
      potential in Poland

22. Charlie opens a 
      second office in Poland

33. Charlie Poland
      is closed due to low profitability

23. H. Hanson starts visiting   
      Polish office on a montly basis 
      

 
figure 5.1 chronological development of CA 
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6. Results 

Based on the detailed case description and the different illustrations provided in the previous chapter and appendix 
A1-3, this chapter will focus on the analysis of the data. With this analysis the different research questions presented 
in chapter 2 can be answered, and in each paragraph a different theoretical aspect will be discussed. 
 
6.1 Event Analysis 
 
The event sequence file described in chapter four, forms the starting point of the data analysis. By translating the 
case descriptions and interviews into an event sequence file, qualitative insight is provided of how the different new 
ventures have evolved over time. The coding of the events allows an in-depth insight in what kind of activities have 
taken place and what consequences or effect these activities had. 
 
In the analysis of the different companies in the research sample, a total of 217 events have been identified. Delta 
had 49 events in 5 years, Beta had 56 events in 8 ½ years, Alfa had 51 events in 7 ½ years and CA 61 events in 10 
years. Each of these events were coded with at least a single code, which resulted in a total of 371 codes, an average 
of 1,7 codes per event. In appendix B, a quantitative overview is provided on how the events of the different 
companies have been coded. 
 
In the coding scheme presented in chapter four and appendix C, 12 different code categories were presented which 
encompassed a total of 38 different codes. With this diverse set of codes, the different events could be coded to a 
high specificity, and the occurrence of the different events could be placed in perspective. Based on the table in 
appendix B, table 6.1 provides a summary of the event categories which were used in coding the different events. 
The different percentages shown in table 6.1, are the relative amount of codes used from that specific category 
compared with the total of codes assigned of the research company, and overall. 
 

 CA Alfa Delta Beta Overall Distribution 

Product 20,4  % 37,1 % 17,6 % 23,8 % 24,8 % 

Market  33     % 12,4 % 24    % 19    % 22,4 % 

Company Development 19,4  % 10,1 % 28,4 % 21,9 % 19,7 % 

Revenue 8,7    % 20,2 % 5,5  % 6,6   % 10,3 % 

Business Model  8,7    % 10,1 % 5,5   % 12,4 % 9,4   % 

Strategy 6,9    % 4,5   % 6,6   % 5,7   % 5,9  % 

Positive Breakpoint 2,9   % 1,1   % 1,4   % 3,8   % 2,4  % 

Context 0 3,4   % 5,5   % 1      % 2,2  % 

Support 0 0 5,5   % 1,9   % 1,6  % 

Challenge 0 0 0 1,9   % 0,50 % 

Negative Breakpoint 0 1,1   % 0 1      % 0,50 % 

Value Discipline 0 0 0 1     % 0,30 % 
   

 
As can be seen in table 6.1 , the first five code categories represented at least 80 % of all the codes used in this 
analysis. And in case of CA, the most used code in coding the different events, was the Product category. In this 
category, five different codes could be assigned which marked all changes and developments concerning the current 
and future products of a company. Three codes were used extensively, “Product Development”, “Product 
Differentiation” and “Product Introduction”. The two other codes represented the focus on a specific product and 
the removal of a product from the product portfolio. In four cases a company decided to focus on a single product, 
and only in a single case, a product was removed from the product portfolio. Indicating that a lot of time and effort 
was put in the product development process of the companies in the research sample.  
 
Related to the product development process are the events coded in the Market category, which was also used 
extensively. This category consisted of four codes which were used to mark the events related to change and 
development in the market and could influence a current or future product of a company. From these four codes 
but also overall, a single code stood out, the “Market Development” code. This code accounted for 68,7 % of all the 

Table 6.1, Event Coding Categories 
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market events coded, but was also the code that overall was assigned to the most events. The activities which 
received the “Market Development” code were events that represented the company’s effort to enhance the 
transition of a market opportunity to an actual market. These opportunities were identified in earlier events that 
were coded with the “Market Opportunity Identification” code, and explored in events coded as “Market 
Exploration”, also part of the market category. Overall the new ventures paid a lot of attention to the transition 
process of a market opportunity to an actual market. And the high number of events coded as a “Market 
Development” event showed the amount of effort that was needed to create this transition.  
 
While trying to develop the different market opportunities and products, a company will also develop over time. 
These events were coded with the four different codes in the Company Development category. The most prominent 
code in this category is the “Company Development Opportunity” code, which is assigned to an event in which a 
opportunity is identified by which the company could be expanded. This code not only received the most codes in 
the company development category (57 %), but overall played an important role with the second largest number of 
events assigned to it. Another important code in this category was the “Company Development Expansion” code, 
which represented an actual expansion of a company. Not all the potential opportunities created an expansion, 
many of them were abandoned in an early stage, but still 28,8% of all codes in the company development category 
were assigned a ”Company Development Expansion” code. Where the “Company Development Opportunity” code 
was used for a reactive action, the “Company Development Initiative” code was used for a pro active search for 
company development opportunities. This code was only assigned to 8,2 % of the events in the company 
development category, which is relatively small compared with the 54,8% of the “Company Development 
Opportunity” code. But the least amount of events (4,1 %) in the company development category were coded as a 
“Company Development Contraction”, which represented a reduction in company activities. It appears that the new 
ventures not only put a lot of effort in the development of the market and products, but also take an active 
approach in the development of the company itself. 
  
The two other code categories which were often used in the analysis, where the Revenue- and Business Model 
category. With the Revenue category, all events which created a revenue were coded, and a distinction was made 
between goal and support related revenue. Most of the events coded in the Revenue category (65,8%) were coded 
as a “Goal Related Revenue”, indicating that the turnover created by the new ventures was created with a core 
product. The other events coded in the Revenue category created a revenue which supported the core products and 
also the development of the new venture. How this revenue should be created was embodied in the business model 
of a company, and all events coded in the Business Model category represented a change to this business model. 
The code which was most used (60%) in this category, was the “Business Model Addition” code. With this code an 
event was marked in which a capability was added to the business model. Another code which was used often 
(28,6%), was the “Business Model Reconfiguration” code. This code marked an event in which the business model 
was altered without an addition or removal of a capability. As with the other categories, the majority of the events 
indicated an improvement or growth of the new venture. Only in a limited amount of cases (8,6 %) a business model 
capability was removed. 
 
Overall the different code categories indicated a focus on company development and growth. The new ventures 
developed over time and grew from an initial product idea to a flourishing venture, how this development process 
evolved is explained in paragraph 6.3. 
 
6.2 Breakpoints 
 
In the book of Paul Strebel, a breakpoint was presented as an unique event which every company could experience  
in its lifecycle. A breakpoint also occurred beyond the reach of the company and could therefore not be prevented. 
The only thing a company could do was to attempt to identify a breakpoint as early as possible, and when it 
occurred, cope with its consequences.  
 
In this analysis, a total of 217 events were coded and a total of 11 breakpoints have been identified, divided over the 
four new ventures. More than 5% of the all the events which occurred in the first 5 to 10 years after the initial start-
up could be coded as a breakpoint. Two of the eleven breakpoints had a negative impact, and more than nine 
breakpoints had a positive impact. Besides the outcome, the different breakpoint were categorized based on the 
place of occurrence, internal or external, and whether the company expected the breakpoint to occur or not.  
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  Event BP Code Code Event Description Effect 
CA      

 9. PBEC CDO Marketing campaign promoting digital TV commercials started to show 
high pay-off  

Other companies start to see the advantages and started using digital TV 
commercials 

 12. PBIC CDO/MD Charlie launches first marketing campaign outside local TV stations The target market of CA is enlarged 

 17. PBEC PDE/PD/ 
SE/CDO 

Digital radio commercials unexpectedly turn out to be huge success due 
to radio 538 

Charlie has to enter digital radio commercial market and is forced to 
develop the technology from scratch 

Alfa      

 5. NBIE BMT/BMR Pink enterprises files for bankruptcy H. Schouten decides to restart and focus on the development and 
programming of the online office technology 

 27. PBIC CDE License agreement between Alfa and Oxi Alfa becomes the exclusive sales partner of Oxi 

Delta      

 36. PBEC CO/CDO Amazing sold 400.000 e-readers and 8.000.000 e-books in 2008 The US e-reader consumer market starts to take off which speeds up the 
product adoption and also increases the chances of survival of Delta 

Beta      

 3. PBIE CDO/PDE Decision to use six months to develop a sustainable product with a 
lifecycle 

Start of an exploration of several different business opportunities 
simultaneously 

 16. PBEC MI/CDO From the internet site Tin.nl R. Penn and P. Ruin start to receive a 
number of questions whether it is possible to purchase a set of 
personalized Tin’s 

R. Penn and P. Ruin become aware of the market gap present due to the 
absence of personalized gifts 

 26. PBIE CDE/BMA Partnership with Hark Benelux Hark will provide content and help with the development of the website 

 45. NBEC BMT/CDC/
CO 

Hark Benelux terminates partnership Beta now has no content and loses a large volume of customers 

 46. PBIC BMR/SF/ 
CDE 

Beta rethinks their strategy in order to win back their market position 
and customers 

A large team spirit and brand loyalty became apparent among the staff, 
Beta went on a growth mission  

 
 
In table 6.2 an overview is presented of the breakpoints that occurred at the different new ventures. The event and its effect were described together with the breakpoint 
code (BP Code). Also the associated event codes (Code) are shown to indicate the direct effect a breakpoint had in the new venture. In the next sub paragraphs the 
different breakpoints are discussed in more detail. 
 
6.2.1 CA Breakpoints 
 
With ten years, CA is the oldest venture in this analysis, and experienced 3 different breakpoints since its founding. These breakpoints occurred in the first 3 years of CA’s 
existence and helped the development of the company. The first breakpoint CA experienced formed the basis of the company. After the creation of a product idea, the 
founders experimented with the use of digital TV commercials. This was an innovative idea and it was unknown whether it would become successful. To prove the potential 
of their idea, the founders experimented at a local TV station. By launching the new commercials for free for local entrepreneurs, a marketing action was started. The 
breakpoint occurred once the new commercials started to attract more customers for the advertising customers. The possibilities of digital TV commercials became visible 
and potential customers saw its advantages. This boosted  the founding and development of the company with increasing customer numbers and sales.  
 
 

Table 6.2 Breakpoint Overview 
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The next breakpoint occurred when CA decided to market their digital TV commercials outside the local TV network. 
With their expansion, CA was able to significantly enlarge their customer base. They attracted large partners which 
boosted their sales volumes and turnover. Next to the increase in sales and turnover, the new focus also improved 
the image of CA. Where in the past people did not take CA very seriously because of their connection with the local 
TV networks, the new course and business focus improved their image. New customers started to approach CA 
whether they could create a solution for a problem based on digital commercials. 
 
The third breakpoint was caused by the unexpected success of digital radio commercials. Up till then, CA only had 
focused on television and had been market leader in that product group in the Netherlands. But the success of 
digital commercials on radio 538, increased the use of digital commercials on air. CA was forced to develop the 
technology behind digital radio commercials from scratch. Initially CA had to catch up, but the newly developed 
software proved an advantage later on, making CA market leader in digital radio commercials in the Netherlands.  
 
Overall, the three breakpoints experienced by CA materialized the ambitions and aspirations of the founders. Each 
breakpoint influenced the company growth, and step by step the company grew to where they are today. Looking 
back, the first breakpoint proved to be critical for the existence of the company, and the other two breakpoints 
critical to the growth of the company.  
 
6.2.2 Alfa Breakpoints 
 
Alfa was founded as Oxi mid 2001, but the product idea originated in 2000. Since then, two breakpoints have 
occurred, which both affected the development of Alfa. The first breakpoint was the bankruptcy of Pink enterprises, 
which ended the web development activities of that company. But it also formed a starting point for a new 
company, Oxi. After the bankruptcy, H. Schouten, the former co-owner of Pink, was out of a job and had to find a 
solution to cope with the changes after the breakpoint. He decided to focus on the development of an online office, 
which he had stumbled upon while owning Pink. He started developing the software for the online office in solitude 
and a few months later, Oxi was founded.  
 
But after the first online office was sold, an insufficient income could be created with this single product. Therefore 
Oxi started developing different web applications. With the cash flow created by the application development, Oxi 
could be developed. But to create a success with the online office additional sales power was needed. After a few 
sales partnerships, Oxi was approached by Alfa whether both firms could work together. And after several meetings 
and negotiations a decision was made that Alfa would become exclusive sales partner of Oxi. This partnership 
formed the second breakpoint of Alfa. With the sales agreement, Alfa put a lot of sales effort behind the online 
office. And after two years several companies purchased an online office. The sales figures grew and Oxi abandoned 
the web development activities and focused completely on online offices. Later on Oxi and Alfa merged into Alfa. 
What started as a license agreement, created a whole new and successful company.  
 
6.2.3 Delta Breakpoints 
 
Delta is the youngest company in the research sample, founded mid 2005 and only has experienced a single 
breakpoint. Since the founding, Delta has been struggling to market their technology and touch screens. Initially 
Delta focused on the business to business market, but later on Delta also started to target the consumer market. 
With this differentiation, Delta tried to speed up the growth in sales volume and the product adoption. Despite the 
technological improvements over the years, both the consumer and business to business market did not develop as 
hoped for. But this all changed with the introduction of the Riddle by Amazing in 2007. Initially this touch screen 
found the same resistance in the market, but with the publication of the sales figures end 2008 a change became 
apparent. The US sales figures of the Riddle had boosted in 2008 and the consumer market finally started to take off. 
Because of this market success, several options and opportunities became available for Delta, creating the first 
breakpoint in its lifecycle. Shortly after the publication, Delta was approached by both Sweet & Chilli and Horizon to 
introduce a new touch screen in the US consumer market. Ultimately leading to a partnership with both companies 
and the possibility for Delta to focus on a long term strategic development.    
 
6.2.4 Beta Breakpoints 
 
Of the different start ups in this analysis, Beta was confronted with the largest number of breakpoints in their 
lifecycle. Beta has experienced five different breakpoints in the 8 ½ years since their founding. The first breakpoint 
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formed the basis of their product idea. After finishing university, the founders decided to use previous profits to 
investigate whether they could set up a business based on a sustainable product with a lifecycle. Because of this 
decision, several options were investigated which leaded to their first product, and a breakpoint was created. This 
new product formed the basis for the next breakpoint. Shortly after the introduction of Tin, several consumers 
started to ask whether it was possible to purchase a personalized Tin. Initially the founders did not respond to the 
questions. But after a while, the market gap of photo albums became apparent. Because of the market potential of 
the gap identified, a new course was taken to respond to the present demand. Creating the second breakpoint 
which boosted the development of Beta. 
 
Two years after the identification of the market gap, Beta was confronted with their first challenge. The market did 
not develop as expected and the turnover remained unprofitable. In order to speed up the process, the 
management team decided to start searching for a suitable business partner. This resulted in a partnership with 
Hark Benelux, which created the third breakpoint. Hark provided the necessary content and assistance in the 
development of the concept, but also the brand name had a significant impact, the partnership with Hark boosted 
the development and turnover of Beta. But after 2 ½ years, Hark terminated the partnership and started to market 
the product on their own. Beta and its staff were shocked, Hark not only provided them with content but was solely 
responsible for a large part of their sales volume. This marked the fourth breakpoint in the history of Beta. Because 
of the termination, Beta was forced to rethink their strategy in order to win back their market position. Beta started 
to develop a new content team and went on a growth mission. And with the new strategy and development effort, 
Beta became stronger than during the partnership. By developing several new competitive advantages, the fifth 
breakpoint was created shortly after the fourth breakpoint occurred. 
 
6.2.5 Breakpoint Analysis 
 
With the description of the different breakpoints in the previous paragraphs, and the overview in table 6.2, a better 
look is taken on the classification of the different breakpoints. In coding the different breakpoints, a distinction was 
made based on the outcome, the place of occurrence and whether a breakpoint was expected or not. Of the eleven 
breakpoints, 9 breakpoints had a positive -, and 2 a negative outcome.  
 
The two negative breakpoints were the bankruptcy of Pink enterprises in the case of Alfa, and the termination of the 
partnership with Hark in the case of Beta. The bankruptcy breakpoint occurred internally and was expected to a 
certain extend. Before a bankruptcy is declared, an uncertain time has passed in which the owners tried to save the 
company. When the saving attempts did not have the needed effect, the breakpoint occurred as expected 
beforehand. The termination of the partnership was an unexpected external breakpoint. This occurred out of the 
control of the company and was decided by the management of Hark. Beta did not expect Hark to suddenly break 
off the partnership because of a bounding contract which had been established. But unfortunately this contract 
proved worthless.   
 
The changes that took effect when a breakpoint occurred, could be deduced from the codes used alongside the 
breakpoint as shown in table 6.2. With both negative breakpoints, different business model capabilities were 
terminated (BMT), Alfa terminated all the web development capabilities, and Beta lost its content availability. Alfa 
also reconfigured their business model (BMR) with the breakpoint. And Beta was confronted with a company 
development contraction (CDC), because of the capabilities and turnover that were instantly lost.     
 
Of the nine positive breakpoints, four had an external (E) - and five an internal (I) cause. Remarkably, only two 
internal breakpoints were anticipated, all others occurred unexpectedly. The breakpoint that occurred most often 
was the positive unexpected external breakpoint (PBEC), which occurred twice at CA, and once at Delta and Beta. 
Overall the majority of the positive breakpoints were unexpected. Even when a breakpoint originated internally, it 
proved difficult for the different companies to identify the breakpoints beforehand. One would expect this difficulty 
to be present with external breakpoints, but also internal breakpoints were not anticipated beforehand. Only the 
negative breakpoint of Oxi, and two positive breakpoints of Beta were foreseen. In case of Oxi, the breakpoint was 
expected because the owners were in control of the process. The same holds true for the breakpoints of Beta. With 
the decision to search for a new product P. Ruin and R. Penn knew they were creating a potential breakpoint. Also 
with the partnership, the impact was clear beforehand. In order to expect an event to become a breakpoint the 
stakeholders should be able to assess the potential impact. With all the other breakpoints identified in this analysis, 
the stakeholders were confronted with an event of which they could not asses its impact. And proved to be a 
breakpoint later on. 
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A total of 20 changes took affect alongside the nine breakpoints as shown in table 6.2. Of these changes, the most 
occurring changes were in the Product and Company Development category, in which the companies had the 
possibility to expand or expanded the product portfolio and the company itself.  But also the marketing and strategy 
developed when a breakpoint occurred. Most of the changes associated with the different breakpoints became 
apparent after a while and not at the time a breakpoint occurred. Four of the different breakpoints only provided 
new company development opportunities (CDO), which later on proved to be breakpoints in the history of the 
company. But others created a company development expansion (CDE) in case of a partnership like Beta and Oxi. 
This shows the difficulty of a breakpoint, the impact proved to become visible later on, but should be dealt with at 
the time of occurrence.  
 
Figure 6.1 shows a categorization of the 
breakpoints in this analysis. This categorization 
builds on the paper of Mitroff et al. who focused 
on business crisis situations. This categorization 
makes the same distinction between internal and 
external breakpoint as with the process analysis. 
But Mitroff also distinguishes the cause of the 
breakpoint: technical/economical or 
social/organizational. As shown in figure 6.1, 
more internal (6) than external breakpoints (5) 
occurred. Also a larger number of breakpoints 
had a technical/economical cause than a social/ 
organizational cause. But the categorization of 
Mitroff et al also revealed a connection between 
the internal breakpoint and a 
social/organizational cause on one side and the 
external breakpoint with a technical/economic 
cause on the other. Because of the high number 
of different breakpoints in each category, it 
appears that internal breakpoints are more likely 
to have a social/organizational cause, and external breakpoints a technical/economic cause. Also it proved difficult 
to influence an social/organizational change externally. Only the negative breakpoint of Beta in which a partnership 
was terminated was able to affect the internal organization of a company. 
 
6.2.6 Breakpoints and New Options and Opportunities 
 
In the different books and papers discussing breakpoints, the difficulty of assessing the impact of a breakpoint was 
emphasized, and in this analysis, the same difficulty became apparent. At the time an event occurred, it could not be 
identified as a breakpoint, but in retrospect it proved to have a significant impact on the continuation of the 
company. Many of these events only provided new opportunities or options at the time of their occurrence, which 
later on proved to have created a change and improvement. In this analysis, six of the eleven breakpoints created 
new opportunities to develop the company (CDO).  
 

  Event BP Code Code Event Description 
CA     

 9. PBEC CDO Marketing campaign promoting digital TV commercials started to show high pay-off  

 12. PBIC CDO/MD CA launches first marketing campaign outside local TV stations 

 17. PBEC PDE/PD/ 
SE/CDO 

Digital radio commercials unexpectedly turn out to be huge success due to radio 538 

Delta     

 36. PBEC CO/CDO Amazing sold 400.000 e-readers and 8.000.000 e-books in 2008 

Beta     

 3. PBIE CDO/PDE Decision to use six months to develop a sustainable product with a lifecycle 

 16. PBEC MI/CDO From the internet site Tin.nl R. Penn and P. Ruin started to receive a number of questions 
whether it is possible to purchase a set of personalized Tin’s 

 
 

breakpoint categories
                                         (Mitroff, et al, 1987)

CA12 P

Alfa 5 N

Internal External

Technical / Economic

Social / Organizational

CA9 P

CA17 P

Delta 36 P

Beta 16 P

Beta 45 NAlfa 27 P

Beta 46 P

Beta 3 P

Beta 26 P

 
Figure 6.1 Mitroff Categorization 

Table 6.3 Company Development Opportunities 
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Most of these opportunities were provided or created by events which occurred external to the company. Of the six 
breakpoints coded as a company development opportunity, 4 were identified as an external breakpoint. And all of 
the positive external breakpoints in this analysis were coded as a “Company Development Opportunity” (CDO). But 
also two different internal breakpoints were coded with a CDO code as shown in table 6.3. The internal breakpoints 
which were coded with a CDO code created multiple new external options because of an internal change or 
initiative. With the internal breakpoint of CA (12.), the initiative to set up a marketing campaign outside their target 
market created many new options in the business to business market. The internal breakpoint of Beta (3.) created 
four different options as was also shown in the illustration in appendix A3. 
 
At the time the decision was made which created a breakpoint, the founders of Beta knew they were dealing with a 
breakpoint, and acted accordingly. But whether the new options which became available will become new 
opportunities, depends on the response of the company. By systematically exploring and investigating the different 
options, the effect of the breakpoint was enhanced and exploited. In case of Beta it didn’t matter which option was 
selected from the exploration, in each case the event in which the exploration decision was made, would have 
become a breakpoint.  
 
This also emphasized the difficulty in assessing the outcome of a breakpoint at the time of occurrence, the output of 
the different options is unknown. As with the positive breakpoint of Beta (3), the decision to use six months to 
develop a sustainable product with a lifecycle, created four different options. Only one of the options proved viable 
at the time, the Tin concept. But the concept of Nap Factory, which was investigated and later on abandoned by the 
founders of Beta also became a viable company. Two other entrepreneurs created CitizenM, a hotel concept based 
on the same idea, which now is also successful. When R. Penn and P. Ruin had decided to focus on the Nap Factory 
instead of Tin, it could also have become a success, and the decision also could have been identified as a breakpoint.  
 
Based on the options and opportunities related to the different breakpoints, three different scenarios where 
identified from the eleven breakpoints in the analysis. The first scenario applied primarily to the positive internal 
breakpoints in the analysis. From a set of options that was available, a single option was selected and executed. In 
retrospect, this decision proved to have an impact on the continuity, and created a breakpoint. The second scenario 
applied primarily to the positive external breakpoints and the negative breakpoints in the analysis. In this scenario, 
an event external to the company created different opportunities based on which a selection should be made in the 
future. This effect was also visible with the negative breakpoint of Beta (45.) and Alfa (5.). After the negative 
breakpoint, different options become available from which  a selection should made to recuperate. This explains the 
positive breakpoint which succeeded the negative breakpoint of Beta. After Hark stopped the partnership, Beta was 
left in shock, but by selecting the best option available, Beta was able to restart the company development and 
created a positive breakpoint. The third scenario, is a combination of scenario 1 and 2, and applies to the internal 
breakpoints of Beta (3.) and CA (12.). These two internal breakpoints were not only a selection from different 
options, but also created different new options and opportunities which could be exploited in the future.  
 

Option 1

Option 2

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Option 1 Option 1Option 1

Option 2 Option 2 Option 2

Option 3Option 3Option 3Option 3

Positive Internal Breakpoints Positive External Breakpoints

Negative Breakpoints

Positive Internal Breakpoints

 
 
With the different scenarios the possible relationship between either the internal or external breakpoint and cause 
can also be explained. Scenario 1 would explain the relationship between internal breakpoints and the 
social/organizational cause. From the different options present, a single option is chosen and implemented in the 
company, creating an internal breakpoint. Scenario 2 could explain the relationship between external breakpoints 
and a technical/economical cause. Due to a change or event in the environment, new options become available 
which created a breakpoint.   
 

Figure 6.2 Breakpoint Scenarios 
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The exploration of the different options played a critical role in creating and exploiting breakpoints. In order to 
select the best opportunity from the different options, a reliable selection should be applied, based on which a 
correct decision could be made. But the new ventures in this analysis were operating in emerging markets, 
characterized by high levels of uncertainty. This makes it difficult to make correct estimation and the right decision 
for the future outcome of an option. In order to cope with this uncertainty, the companies experimented with 
several options simultaneously and selected the most viable option later on. This corresponds with the portfolio 
approach introduced in the paper of Andries and Debackere (Andries et al, 2007). This methodology was not only 
used at the startup but also later on in the development of the new ventures. Alfa used the portfolio approach to 
create an initial cash flow to fund the development of the online office. Beta used a similar process, after making a 
selection from the portfolio, an option was chosen and marketed. When a new opportunity presented itself 
afterwards, this was also investigated with a parallel path and a switch between options was made later on. Delta 
initially started with a focused commitment approach by which they tried to create a first mover advantage. They 
fully committed to the business to business strategy and tried to develop and market a product as fast as possible. 
But when the product adoption process proved to be slow, different new options were investigated. Over time new 
markets were entered or left, and Delta made a switch from a focused commitment - to a portfolio approach in 
order to survive in the uncertain market they were operating in.  
 
Throughout the lifecycles of the different companies, several experiments were started and different options were 
selected but also terminated. The advantages of the portfolio approach as identified by Andries and Debackere were 
also used by the companies in the analysis. Low cost probing and synthesis between the options were used to 
investigate the different opportunities, which were also terminated when necessary. Because of the 
experimentation, new products were developed and new markets entered, while keeping the costs of the 
experiments low. But the primary advantage of using the portfolio approach was the possibility to investigate the 
potential output of an opportunity, reducing the risk of making a wrong decision and focusing too early in the 
process. In figure 5.1 and appendix A1-3 the experimentations and selection process can be indentified in the 
chronological overview of the different companies.  
 
6.3 Expansion and Contraction 
 
To investigate the role breakpoints play in the development of a company, the different events that occurred 
preceding, with and after a breakpoint are analyzed. By using phase mapping, different sequences of events can be 
analyzed in an orderly way by which interpretable phases can be created (Poole et al., 2000). To create this analysis 
a course of action coding was added to the event sequence file. The different events were coded according to 
whether an event represented a continuation or change in the course of action from the previous event related to 
the topic (Poole et al., 2000). This change could either be an expansion, a contraction, a modification or a 
continuation.  

 
 
6.3.1 Breakpoint Course of Action 
 
In table 6.4, the changes or modifications associated with the different breakpoints are exhibited. In this table, a 
difference can be identified between the course of action of the positive and negative breakpoints in the research 
sample. Two positive breakpoints were coded as a continuation, indicating that no immediate changes were made 
compared with earlier events. The impact of the two breakpoints were delayed and became apparent in later 
events. The breakpoint which created a continuation at Delta, was the announcement of the Amazing sales figures. 
Because of this breakpoint several companies were urged to approach Delta for a potential agreement, but no 
immediate change became apparent at the time the breakpoint occurred. The breakpoint experienced by Beta also 
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did not create an immediate change. Beta started to receive different calls, asking for personalized Tin’s. At the time 
this did not seem very important but in retrospect proved to be the starting point of the personalized photo albums, 
the foundation of Beta.  
 
The two negative breakpoints had an immediate effect on the company. Both breakpoints were coded as a 
contraction, indicating a step backwards was made compared with earlier events as the breakpoint occurred. The 
negative breakpoint experienced by Alfa was the bankruptcy of Pink, and the negative breakpoint experienced by 
Beta was the termination of the partnership with Hark. Both breakpoints were associated with a large change that 
had a direct impact on the company, and compared with the positive breakpoints, the effect of the negative 
breakpoints were more immediate. 
 
6.3.2 Phase analysis 
 
Whether the changes associated with a breakpoint; would create a new phase in the development of a company 
would be indicated with the phase analysis. By applying the parsing rules described in appendix E, the phase maps of 
the different companies have been created. The phase maps indicated whether a contracting, expanding or ongoing 
progression phase occurred over time. A contracting phase could be caused by multiple contracting events, an 
expanding phase by both a modifying and expanding event and an ongoing progression phase with a continuous 
event. In figure 6.3 the phase maps of the different companies are exhibited in which the arrows indicated the 
different positive (upward) and negative (downward) breakpoints. By stretching the phase maps to an identical 
length, a comparison between the different companies was enabled. 
 
CA experienced 13 contracting and ongoing progression phases, which occurred alternately over the years. CA 
started with an expanding phase in which the potential of digital TV commercials was identified, followed by an 
ongoing progression phase in which the digital commercials were tested. With the positive breakpoint of the success 
at a local TV station and the expansion events following, an expansion phase was started. Also a second positive 
breakpoint occurred in this expansion phase. Shortly after the initial success a second expanding phase started in 
which the third breakpoint occurred. After which both an ongoing progression- and expanding phase occurred 
simultaneously, and the company progressed towards their current position with a majority of ongoing progression 
phases. Overall CA was characterized with a majority of ongoing progression events in which CA developed 
gradually.  
 
Alfa was confronted with a negative breakpoint early on. But despite this negative breakpoint, the ongoing 
progression phase was not interrupted. Mid 2001 the ongoing progression phase was alternated with an expanding 
phase in which the first online office was launched at OAL. Hereafter an ongoing progression phase of almost two 
years was ended with a positive breakpoint in which Oxi partnered with Alfa, after which a new expanding phase 
started. After this expanding phase, the ongoing progression phases were alternated by expanding phases in which 
the partnership developed into a merger between Oxi and Alfa. Alfa was also characterized with a large number of 
ongoing progression phases that were alternated with expanding phases in which large company changes were 
materialized. 
 
Delta had the shortest lifecycle and experienced nine different phases. With the founding of Delta the first 
expanding phase was started, accompanied by a short ongoing progression phase in 2006. After a period of ongoing 
progression in which the management team of Delta tried to increase the customer base, an expanding phase 
started. In this phase Delta launched new touch screens and tested the possibilities of their products. A short period 
of ongoing progression also started after which a new expanding phase occurred in which the only breakpoint of 
Delta occurred. This breakpoint had no further consequences in the expanding phase. And after this phase, the 
ongoing progression – and expanding phase alternated. But remarkably, Delta was characterized with a majority of 
expanding phases, indicating the growth effort in the different activities of Delta.  
 
With 14 different phases, Beta experienced the largest amount of phases in the research sample. The first expanding 
phase was started with a positive breakpoint in which the decision was made to develop a sustainable product with 
a lifecycle. This phase ended after a short interruption at the end of 2003 with a positive breakpoint in which the 
market gap of personalized photo albums became apparent. A short period of ongoing progression in which the 
market gap was investigated followed after the breakpoint. With the product development of the personalized 
photo albums, a new expanding phase started which ended mid 2004. At the end of 2004, both an expanding – and 
ongoing progression phase started in which also the positive breakpoint of the Hark partnership occurred. The 
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expanding phase terminated earlier than the ongoing progression phase which continued till mid 2006. Hereafter 
expanding and ongoing progression phases alternated and two breakpoints occurred in the beginning of 2008. Both 
the negative and positive breakpoint occurred in a time period in which no particular phase was present. Only after 
the positive breakpoint, a expanding phase started in which Beta started to redevelop. Like Delta, Beta was also 
characterized by a majority of expanding phases in which the growth effort of Beta was materialized.  
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Remarkably no contracting phases were present in the research sample. This could be explained by the fact that this 
research focused on new ventures in emerging markets. In order to survive, these companies have to develop, both 
their products but also their markets. This would explain the focus of the different companies on progression and 
growth. Different events were coded as a contraction, nine in total, of which two were a negative breakpoint. But 
immediately after a negative breakpoint or contracting event occurred, a continuation or expansion event followed. 
When the new ventures in the research sample encountered a setback, this created a motivation to work harder in 
order to overcome this challenge and become successful. In case of Beta, the owner stated that the negative 
breakpoint was terrible at the time it occurred. But in retrospect, is the best thing that could have happened to Beta. 
The immediate negative consequences were turned into a positive outcome later on. 
 
From the phase analysis it becomes clear that a breakpoint only has an immediate effect as it occurs. As shown in 
table 6.4, breakpoints are associated with expanding and contracting changes, but cannot initiate a new phase as 
identified in the phase analysis. They are not directly related to the start of the expanding-, contracting- and ongoing 
progression phases identified in this paragraph. Of the eleven breakpoints, only a single breakpoint was identified 
which initiated a new phase. This was a breakpoint encountered by Beta (46.), a positive breakpoint which initiated 
an expanding phase. In order to initiate a new phase, a breakpoint should be followed by an event with a similar 
course of action code. But the changes associated with a breakpoint could not influence the consecutive events, and 
initiate a new phase. Instead the breakpoints in the research sample were followed by an event with a different 
course of action code which retained the initiation of a new phase. This again shows the difficulty in dealing with 
breakpoints, and that the associated changes take effect in a later stage. This also applies to the scenarios identified 
in paragraph 6.2. The new options will not be that obvious as a breakpoint occurs and will not create a change by 
itself. It demands a pro active approach to identify and develop the different options in order to create viable 
opportunities and initiate a new phase of expansion. 

Figure 6.3 Company Phase Analysis 
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6.4 Company Development 
 
As discussed in chapter 2 and the paper of Churchill & Lewis, new ventures will unwittingly go through different 
stages after their initial startup. Churchill & Lewis presented a framework which could be used to asses in which 
stage a venture is currently operating. Each stage incorporates different challenges which a venture has to overcome 
in order to make a transition to a next stage. In appendix D the different stages and transition challenges are shown 
based on which the different ventures in the analysis have been assessed. By incorporating the events identified in 
the process analysis and the framework of Churchill & Lewis, the occurrence of the different events and stage 
transitions could be placed in perspective as shown in figure 6.4. Also the role of breakpoints in the development of 
a company can be identified.   
 
6.4.1 Stage Analysis 
 
The first challenges most of the new ventures were confronted with, are obtaining a customer base, customer 
acceptance and viable production capabilities (Churchill & Lewis, 1983). When these challenges are overcome, a 
venture will make the transition to the survival stage. CA had the fastest transition and was able to go to the next 
stage after 1 ½ years. Oxi needed a year longer but it took Beta and Delta 3 ½ and 4 years to make the transition to 
the survival stage. Beta and Delta were both confronted with a slow product adoption process which slowed the 
transition process down. Only when both companies were able to gain enough customer acceptance and had a large 
enough customer base, the transition was made. 
 
As the youngest company in the research sample, Delta did not have enough time to succeed in making the 
transition out of the survival stage. A company can make this transition with a break-even cash flow, a growing 
profitability and the ability to finance growth (Churchill & Lewis, 1983). Beta and CA were able to make the 
transition 1 ½ years after the previous transition. When CA expanded to Germany they started their transition to the 
growth stage. Beta made this transition when € 5 million of venture capital became available which created the 
possibility to pursue a long term strategy. Oxi needed over 2 ½ years to make the transition to the success growth 
stage. This transition was made once the demand for the online office started to pick up and an increasing number 
of online offices were sold. 
 
After the success growth stage, Oxi did not have enough time to make the transition to the take-off stage. But CA 
succeeded after 4 ½ years to make the transition. They had managed to consolidate their organization and secured 
their growth resources. CA was also able to remain profitable while having a turnover growth rate of 865%. But Beta 
was confronted with a different kind of transition. Due to the termination of the partnership with Hark, Beta went 
back to the survival stage. And with a new prioritization, restarted to create a break-even cash flow and growing 
profitability. A year later and with a second investment of € 7 million, Beta was able to again make the transition to 
the growth success stage 
 
6.4.2 Breakpoints in the Different Stages 
 
In the transition process from one stage to the next, breakpoints played an important role. In figure 6.4, the 
different breakpoints are marked with an arrow at the time of occurrence. With the introduction of breakpoints in 
the framework of Churchill & Lewis, a discrepancy could be identified between the effect the different breakpoints 
had on the transitions of  the companies.  
 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a company has to overcome different challenges in order to make a transition 
to the next stage. Over time different capabilities and assets are build up which can ultimately result in a transition. 
In three of the four companies this transition was preceded by a breakpoint identified in the process analysis. In case 
of Beta, a breakpoint also preceded a downward transition from the success growth- to the survival stage. CA 
experienced three different breakpoints, one of which triggered a transition. The first breakpoint (9.) only provided 
the possibility to develop the capabilities necessary to make the transition. The second breakpoint (12.) on the other 
hand enhanced the customer base and overall performance, which triggered the transition to the next stage. The 
third and final breakpoint experienced by CA, only provided the possibility to develop the necessary assets and 
capabilities but did not improve any 
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But in case of Oxi, none of the breakpoints did improve or enhance a specific capability. The initial breakpoint (5.), 
the bankruptcy of Pink initiated the founding of Oxi, but did not influence the transition process. Also the second 
breakpoint (27.) only provided the possibility to enhance a capability. The breakpoint which occurred at Delta (36.) 
triggered a stage transition. The publication of the Amazing sales figures urged different companies to approach 
Delta by which the customer base and acceptance grew to a sufficient level. Beta was confronted with five different 
breakpoints of which two created a transition. After two consecutive breakpoints which only provided the possibility 
to enhance the needed capabilities, the third breakpoint (26.) created a transition. The partnership with Hark 
enhanced the customer acceptance and customer base which triggered the transition. The next breakpoint (46.) had 
an opposite effect, instead of improving or enhancing a capability of Beta, the termination of the partnership 
removed and reduced several capabilities. This created a downward transition from the success growth - to the 
survival stage.  
 
The difference between the breakpoints preceding a transition and a common breakpoint lies in the immediate 
effect the breakpoint has on the challenges faced by the company. Where a common breakpoint only provided the 
possibility to develop a capability, a breakpoint which preceded a transition actually improved the present 
capabilities necessary to make the transition.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.4 Company Evolution Analysis 
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7. Conclusions 

In the final chapter of this report the results presented in the previous chapter are discussed, interpreted and the 
practical implications and conclusions are presented. The first part will discuss the implications of the research 
question and sub questions. Next the limitations of the results will be discussed, followed by the practical 
implications and discussion.    
 
7.1 Discussion on research results 
 
In this report the research question is supported by four different sub questions. With these sub questions, a 
detailed analysis was conducted to ensure a thorough analysis by which the posed research questions could be 
answered. In this paragraph each sub question will be discussed followed by an overall discussion on the role of 
breakpoints in new ventures. 
 
7.1.1 Breakpoint Cause 
 
The main reason to start investigating the occurrence of breakpoints, was the limited amount of research about the 
phenomenon. Despite the tremendous impact breakpoints could have on the continuation of a company, little was 
known. Up till now, breakpoints were surrounded by different negative assumptions. A breakpoint was an external 
threat to the continuation of a company and was difficult to predict, control and finding a suitable response was 
even more difficult (Strebel, 1994) (Verhoef, 1994) (Pullen, 1993). But the analysis presented in the previous chapter 
sheds new light on these assumptions. Unexpectedly, six of the eleven breakpoints had an internal origin, caused by 
a change or event internal to the company. Of these eleven breakpoints only two had a negative outcome, all others 
positive.  
 
The amount of internal breakpoints was much larger than expected, and demands a new approach towards 
breakpoints. By using the categorization of Mitroff et al, most of the internal breakpoints were categorized as having 
a social/organizational cause. Also a specific scenario was identified by analyzing the different internal breakpoints. 
Most of the internal breakpoints encountered by the companies in the analysis were created by choosing from 
different options that were present. By choosing a single option or opportunity, organizational and social changes 
were implemented in the company. With this change and opportunity exploration, a breakpoint could be created. 
This indicates that breakpoints are not only caused by uncontrollable external events but can also be created with 
pro active development activities of a company.  
 
Both the selection and exploitation process of the different opportunities are confronted with a high level of 
uncertainty due to the unknown outcome in the future. Therefore the companies which created an internal 
breakpoint did not solely focus on the exploitation of a specific opportunity, but developed the opportunity 
alongside the then core business. With this parallel approach, the potential negative outcome of an opportunity 
exploitation could be reduced. By supporting an exploitation with an additional cash flow, the development would 
not only be supported but also the continuity of the company could be maintained in case an opportunity failed. In 
the analysis the different exploitations did not create a negative breakpoint but were terminated on time, reducing 
the negative consequences of the failure. The parallel experimentation, and cash flow strategy of the companies 
provided the possibility to successfully exploit an opportunity and create an internal breakpoint. But this was not 
always intentionally, most of the breakpoints were unexpected. This does not imply that parallel experimentation 
will always create an internal breakpoint. It only presented to be the way in which the companies in the analysis 
were able to create positive internal breakpoints and prevented the occurrence of a negative breakpoint. 
 
Despite the unexpected internal breakpoints, the different companies were also confronted with external 
breakpoints created by changes in the environment. These changes were primarily changes of a technical/economic 
nature, according to the categorization of Mitroff. In earlier research this was seen as a problem, because changes in 
the environment could not be foreseen, let alone influenced or prevented (Strebel, 1994) (Verhoef, 1994) (Pullen, 
1993). But most of the changes in the environment identified in the analysis,  did not threaten the continuation of 
the company. Instead, the majority of the changes presented new opportunities and options to survive or improve 
the company in the future. Often a change in the market or environment was needed in order to speed up a slow 
product adoption process or presented a new opportunity to create a much needed cash flow. Each company in the 
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analysis has encountered a positive outcome from a change in the environment which often boosted a company’s 
development. There will be external events which can severely affect the continuation of a company, but natural 
disasters cannot be prevented. For the new ventures in the analysis, most of the external changes provided options 
instead of limitations. And it is important for the company to have the capacity to respond and use the different 
changes. The companies in the analysis showed a level of flexibility and decisiveness in responding to changes, which 
helped them in continuing their company.  
 
Overall it is important to notice that a breakpoint occurs due to a company’s response to an opportunity or event 
and not by the event or change itself. By using the most suitable approach towards opportunity exploration and by 
responding proactively towards an external event, a positive breakpoint can be created and a negative breakpoint 
can be prevented.  
 
7.1.2. Expecting Occurring Breakpoints 
 
One of the biggest problems of a breakpoint is the difficulty to detect its occurrence beforehand. This was also 
confirmed in the analysis of the different breakpoints, in which the majority occurred unexpected. Not only external 
breakpoints presented this difficulty but also internal breakpoints occurred unexpected. But the unexpected 
occurrence of a breakpoint does not have to be a problem per se. It becomes a problem when a breakpoint can 
threaten the continuity of an organization. But the ability to support or act upon the consequences of a change or 
event is a capacity most companies would like to possess. In order to anticipate a breakpoint beforehand, a 
company should not only be able to identify different external clues of changes in the business environment. But 
should also be able to assess the impact and consequences of their own actions. With this information a company 
can prepare for the upcoming changes in the environment or develop necessary capabilities which are needed to 
support new opportunities. With these capacities a company can act faster and more decisive in a dynamic 
environment. 
 
A solution to part of the problem could be provided by the effectuation theory which was presented in an article of 
Sarasvathy in 2001. In an effectuative approach, a company selects an option based on the effect that can be 
created with the available capabilities (Sarasvathy, 2001). But also the affordable loss and the acceptable risk is 
taken into account. By using this approach, a company will not only be able to assess the output of an event, but can 
also become aware of the influence different kinds of actions have on the development process. This could create 
the possibility to avoid the occurrence of a negative breakpoint but also could provide the possibility to consciously 
create positive breakpoints.  
 
Unfortunately no clear solution could be found to identify external change or progression clues. The companies in 
the analysis experienced the same difficulty in the identification process as was presented in earlier research. When 
the symptoms cannot be indentified and the problem cannot be eliminated, the only solution that remains is 
creating a suitable response to the changes. By responding quickly after an environmental change is detected, a 
possible negative impact could be reduced and also a positive impact enhanced.  
 
7.1.3 Breakpoint and Opportunities 
 
Where the outcome of the breakpoint was primarily negative in earlier research, this study focused on whether 
breakpoints could also have a positive impact. Breakpoints do not only pose a threat to the continuation of the 
company, a breakpoint can also have a positive outcome. This positive outcome of a breakpoint would be 
materialized by different business opportunities that become available after a breakpoint has occurred. This 
counters earlier papers and findings and introduces a new approach towards breakpoints.  
 
A breakpoint could be created by different new options that become available, but also by making a decision 
between different options. When a company has the ability to identify the new options and can translate the new 
options into opportunities, an internal breakpoint could be created when a selection is made. An external 
breakpoint is a change, a shift in which new options become available. But whether these new options become 
opportunities let alone were detected in the first place depended on the company. When a company was able to 
detect the new options and successfully exploit them, the change or event creating the new options was identified 
as an external breakpoint. This also explains why a breakpoint is often identified in retrospect, because some 
companies were unable to identify the new options as the breakpoint occurred. Or some decisions were made 
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without considering other options and the consequences. This could create both a positive or negative breakpoint 
later on when the associated consequence become clear.   
 
Three different scenarios were identified which explained the relationship between breakpoints and business 
options (figure 6.2). The first scenario explained the relationship between internal breakpoints and business 
opportunities. The internal breakpoints were created by an internal focus on a single option and by exploring this 
single option a breakpoint was created. With the second scenario an external breakpoint can be explained. An 
external breakpoint created new options which a company could explore in the future. This relation was not only 
identified in positive breakpoints, but also negative breakpoints could create new options after its occurrence. The 
third scenario combined the two earlier scenarios. By focusing on a single option, new options are created in the 
future based on which a company could overcome the negative effects of the breakpoint.   
 
The role of new options and the detection and selection process proved to be the key in understanding and dealing 
with breakpoints. Both the cause and the outcome of a breakpoint can be related back to the different options that 
were selected or created. The new options are the starting point of a breakpoint and the company’s response 
determines the consequences. The opportunity selection process proved to play a key role in the creation of internal 
breakpoints. But also the ability to discover new options and opportunities created by changes in the environment 
remains an important capability in dealing with and using external breakpoints. 
 
7.1.4.  Breakpoints and Company Development 
 
Each breakpoint has an unique effect on the continuity of a company because of its specific nature and impact. 
Negative breakpoints can pose a threat on the continuity, and positive breakpoints could create new options and the 
possibility to grow. A breakpoint could therefore not only create a contraction but could also create an expansion in 
case of a positive breakpoint. By using phase mapping, the role of breakpoints in expanding and contracting phases 
of a company was investigated. With the phase mapping methodology an expansion or contraction phase would be 
started when two out of three identical events followed each other as described in the parsing rules. By placing the 
occurrence of the different breakpoints in the phase analysis, an overview was provided of the role breakpoints had 
in the initiation of new phases. Unexpectedly no relation could be found between either a positive or a negative 
breakpoint and the start of an expanding or contracting phase. When a breakpoint occurred, a direct contracting or 
expanding effect could be identified, but only a single expansion phase was initiated by a positive breakpoint. Most 
of the breakpoints in the analysis occurred during a specific phase, on which the breakpoints had a limited influence. 
Instead of an identical event, a breakpoint was often followed by a continuation event or in case of a negative 
breakpoint even an expansion event followed. Most of the companies did not respond to a breakpoint as expected, 
this could be explained by the fact that an event is not recognized as a breakpoint. But also a countermeasure could 
be put in place. With a negative breakpoint the company would immediately be confronted with a contracting 
effect. But after the event has occurred, the company will start to recuperate and rebuild their capabilities. Overall 
the effect of a breakpoint on the subsequent events proved to be limited. And no direct relationship could be 
identified between breakpoints and expanding or contracting phases.   
 
The effect of the different breakpoints on the company development was explained with the framework of Churchill 
and Lewis. A company development process is a dynamic process in which a new venture will unwittingly go through 
different stages after their initial startup (Churchill & Lewis, 1983). In the research of Churchill and Lewis, five 
different stages were identified, in which different growth aspects are encompassed. In order to transfer from one 
stage to the next, a company has to comply to the transition parameters of the next stage. Once a particular stage is 
reached, this does not imply that a company cannot transfer back to a previous stage. When particular capabilities 
are lost, a downward transition is still a possibility. Which emphasizes the importance of securing core capabilities 
and resources over time.  
 
By integrating the identified breakpoints in the framework of Churchill and Lewis, the role of breakpoints in the 
development of a company became apparent. The transitions parameters in the framework of Churchill and Lewis 
described the necessary conditions and capabilities in order for a company to transfer. Unexpectedly, four different 
breakpoints initiated a transition to the next phase of the framework. But at the same time, seven breakpoints were 
not directly related to the transition process. In the analysis the explanation of the difference between breakpoints 
was found in the capabilities that were created. The breakpoints that initiated a phase transition actually added or 
improved a specific capability necessary to make the transition. Also a downward transition was made in which 
capabilities were removed. The breakpoints that didn’t initiate a transition, only provided the possibility to create or 
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improve a specific capability from that point forward. That the event became a breakpoint indicated that a company 
did use the presented possibility and developed the capacity over time. Each of the breakpoints influenced the 
transition process of the companies, but only a limited number of breakpoints initiated a transition.  
 
Despite the positive influence positive breakpoints had on the transition and growth process of the companies in the 
analysis, a necessity for the occurrence of breakpoints could not be identified. A company can also develop with no 
or a limited number of breakpoints, as was shown in the analysis. But positive breakpoints would certainly help the 
development process of the new venture. With every breakpoint that occurs, a possibility or option is created or a 
capacity is added or improved. All in all, the growth and development of the company is stimulated.  
 
7.1.5 Role of Breakpoints 
 
Company development is often taken for granted. A company is founded, and starts to offer a specific product in 
line with a predetermined strategy. Customers start buying these products as planned and a company grows and 
eventually becomes successful. But the analysis showed that new ventures could be dealing with a whole different 
process. Different steps were taken and challenges and problems had to be overcome. In this process, a company 
could even develop in a completely different direction than intended beforehand. But despite the iterative and 
dynamic development process, the companies were able to grow and mature. But what role breakpoints played in 
this development process, remained unclear from earlier research and formed the main question in this analysis. 
 
With the different sub questions discussed in the previous paragraphs, different aspects of the role of breakpoints 
were investigated. The first finding in the analysis was the large amount of breakpoints that occurred at the 
companies under investigation. Each company has encountered at least a single breakpoint in the first four years of 
their existence. But where problems were expected with encountering breakpoints, the majority of the breakpoints 
actually helped the development of the company. Instead of threatening the continuity, different breakpoints 
improved the chances of survival of the new ventures. Of the eleven breakpoints identified only two had a negative 
impact on the continuity of the company. Another finding which sheds new light on breakpoints and their 
occurrence, is the cause of a breakpoint. In the earlier papers and books, breakpoints found their origin in external 
changes, posing a threat or created a new opportunity. But in the analysis, breakpoints proved to also be initiated by 
changes internal to the company. How a company deals with opportunities proved to be the key in creating and 
dealing with breakpoints. Deciding between different options and detecting presented options can initiate both an 
internal and external breakpoint. A breakpoint is therefore not only a phenomena which will be encountered but 
can also be created.  
 
While breakpoints also originate internally, the companies under investigation experienced many difficulties in 
identifying possible breakpoints. Only in a minority of cases a company was expecting a breakpoint beforehand. And 
remarkably this does not only apply to external breakpoints, also internal breakpoints were difficult to anticipate. 
But despite the difficulty to anticipate a breakpoint, the impact on the different companies were merely positive. 
And overall breakpoints helped in the development of the company. Breakpoints created new options of 
development and in some cases provided new capabilities which helped the company to move forward. Even a 
negative breakpoint will create new options to restart the development.  
 
The findings in the analysis show that the role of a breakpoint is much different than presented in earlier articles. 
Breakpoints can become a means to develop a company. But a necessity of breakpoints in the development of a 
company has not been identified in the analysis. The different breakpoints experienced by the company did indeed 
help the development, but it is unknown whether a company would have made the same development without the 
breakpoints they experienced. But by responding correctly to the options presented and by developing new 
opportunities in parallel with the main business, breakpoints can be created and used to develop the company, and 
can play an important role in the growth and possible success of a new venture. Therefore the role breakpoints play 
in the development of a company does not depend on the breakpoint itself but on the company’s response. This 
makes a breakpoint not an incident that is encountered but a circumstance that can be used or dealt with.  
 
7.2 Research Limitations 
 
A research study is always confronted with several limitations, and demands tradeoffs among different quality 
aspects (Langley, 1999). In this study the present limitations concern the reliability, generality and applicability of 
the findings. The research used in this study, is archival in which the study unfolded after the events occurred. With 
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this retrospective approach, data can be lost and only represents a sample of indications of what happened over 
time (Poole et al, 2000). Also cognitive limitations are present in which results of adverse event analysis are strongly 
influenced by knowledge of the outcome (Poole et al, 2000). This could reduce the accuracy and reliability of the 
data. But because only a limited time frame was available for conducting the master thesis, a real-time data 
collection was not possible and a retrospective approach provided the only possibility to analyze breakpoints. By 
using the five quality variables identified in the book of Poole, the data quality was taken into account. By using data 
triangulation in which the company history was verified with the interview of the CEO, the event sequence file was 
created. Afterwards the event sequence file and chronological overview were verified with the CEO to improve the 
accuracy. Also the coding process was conducted by two independent researchers to create a reliable coding 
process and output. But in order to improve the accuracy and reliability in the future, a real-time data collection 
process should be applied in studying breakpoints.  
 
Another limitation is created by the small number of cases. Only four different companies were investigated which 
created case specific findings, and limits the generality of the findings. With a heterogeneous set of data, the 
generality of the data and associated findings could be improved (Poole et al, 2000). And to increase the 
heterogeneity of the data, the companies used were selected based on their difference in industry, age, size and 
target market. Some companies were operating in different countries where others were only operating in the 
Netherlands. Despite the heterogeneous sample, a focus was applied in which only high-tech startups in emerging 
markets were used in the analysis. Therefore the findings could only be applied in that specific setting and no 
applicable general rules could be created. To improve the applicability, future research should use a larger number 
of cases without the focus on high-tech startups. 
 
The confined theoretical basis at the start of the analysis also formed a limitation in the research. Ample research 
has been conducted investigating breakpoints, and no consensus exists on applicable definitions and rules 
concerning breakpoints. By using findings from other research fields, a broader look was taken on breakpoints then 
applied before. This resulted in unexpected findings which both complimented and contradicted earlier findings. By 
clearly describing the analogies and differences between earlier work and the findings in this study, a good insight is 
provided on what differences are present. Therefore the findings in this study also created a starting point for future 
research on breakpoints.   
 
7.3 Practical Implications 
 
Initially this study was only set up to improve the insight on breakpoints and to investigate how to prevent and cope 
with the consequences of a breakpoint. But from the analysis of the four companies, a new approach towards 
breakpoints was identified. Associated with this new approach, several practical implications could be identified. But 
due to the limitations identified in paragraph 7.2, no actual guidelines could be presented here. Therefore only 
suggestions will be made on what seems to be a suitable approach towards breakpoints, based on the results of this 
study. 
 
In the past, a large amount of effort was put into preventing the occurrence of a breakpoint. But with the findings in 
this study, it seems more appropriate to use this effort in exploring the opportunities preceding or created by a 
breakpoint. A breakpoint occurs due to a company’s response to an opportunity or event and not because of the 
event or change itself. By focusing on the different options provided by a breakpoint and selecting the most viable 
option, a positive breakpoint can be created, but also a negative breakpoint can be prevented. By applying an 
effectuative approach towards opportunity exploration, all effort is concentrated on the investigation of the 
potential effect and cost of an opportunity instead of the future revenue. With this effectuative approach a more 
realistic insight is provided in the available options, potential effects, and also the associated risks. And because the 
effect of an opportunity is taken into account, the impact of future actions on this effect are also considered. And 
can be taken into account in the day to day management of the company. This could enhance the potential effect 
and supports the development of an opportunity.  
 
When the most viable option was selected, the development process also demands a specific approach. In the paper 
of Andries and Debackere, two approaches of opportunity development were identified of which the portfolio 
approach was identified as the most appropriate development methodology (Andries et al, 2007). This theorem was 
partly confirmed in the findings of this study. Each of the new ventures used a parallel instead of a sequential 
approach in opportunity experimentation. With this approach the risks associated with an opportunity experiment 
were reduced. But also the cash creating business could be maintained and used to support the experimentation. 
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This ensures that necessary resources and time can be used to adequately investigate an opportunity. This approach 
could also be used from the startup in order to develop a business idea over time while generating a cash flow with 
other activities. Overall a parallel process in opportunity exploration and business development seems to provide 
better results compared with other methodologies.    
 
Despite the different implications suggested above, no early warning systems could be set up based on the findings 
from the study. Because the impact of the breakpoints become clear later on, this effort could better be used in 
identifying new business options and in assessing the effect of these opportunities. Herewith a company can act 
upon the present opportunities fast and sometimes earlier than its competitors. By consciously making a selection 
from different options and monitoring the business environment, no early warning system will be necessary, and can 
provide a basis to create positive breakpoints instead of focusing on preventing the occurrence of a negative 
breakpoint.  
 
7.4 Future Research 
 
Because of the limited timeframe and initial focus, several aspects of breakpoints have not been dealt with in this 
stud, but could add a substantial insight to the breakpoint concept. But also the new insights from the study created 
additional questions. An aspect which was not been discussed and incorporated in this study but demands future 
research, is the consequence of not making a decision. All the events included in the event sequence file 
represented an action or decision. And because of the retrospective methodology applied in this performed study, it 
was not possible to identify an event in which no decision was made. The effect of not making a decision on the 
breakpoint is unknown. But also the different options that were taken into account did not become clear in the 
analysis. Therefore future research should incorporate events in which no decision was made but also follow the 
development of a set of companies real-time. With this information an analysis could be made on what effect not 
making a decision has on the outcome of a breakpoint. And which options were taken in consideration.  
 
In this study, the categorization of Mitroff et al was used to categorize the breakpoints and identify the possible 
similarities. This provided the insights needed in this study, but in the future, the differences and similarities 
between breakpoints should be investigated. Based on this additional insight, a better categorization and common 
typology could be create, which could provide a starting point in developing more general and applicable 
approaches towards breakpoints. 
 
A theoretical approach towards company development which could not be applied in this study, but could present 
additional insights in the future is the four phases model and capabilities theory of Hardjono. In this theory a 
company will have a certain capability hierarchy in which capabilities can independently exist and are 
interchangeable (Hardjono, 1995). A company has four different capabilities, which all have to be present in order to 
develop a company. But how breakpoints are related to the capabilities of Hardjono was not identified in this study 
but could be a topic of investigation in the future.  
 
Another subject which demands further investigation concerns the influence of the age of the organization on the 
impact of breakpoints. Because of the focus chosen at the startup only new ventures were used in the analysis. 
Because breakpoints have an impact on the continuity of the company, this impact could depend on the age of the 
company. The framework of Churchill and Lewis could provide a starting point in this analysis. And by relating the 
impact of a breakpoint to the phase in which a company was operating, an important insight could be provided in 
the future.  
 
In the analysis three different scenarios were identified in which breakpoints were related to different options. To 
investigate whether this relationship applies in a different setting, additional investigation is needed. But based on 
the different scenarios also a possible relation could be present between breakpoints. In the second scenario an 
external breakpoint creates different options. And in the first scenario a decision was made between different 
options which created an internal breakpoint. Therefore the possibility exist that due to the different options that 
are available from an external breakpoint, an internal breakpoint is created. This could mean that an external 
breakpoint precedes an internal breakpoint and could therefore predict the occurrence of an internal breakpoint. In 
the study no attention has been paid to this possible relationship, but it could add more insight into the occurrence 
of breakpoints in the future. 
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The last aspect which should be taken into account in future research is the creation of a theoretical basis. Because 
of the limited research available, this basis was absent in this study. But by using this study and other articles a step 
forward could be made in the development of the breakpoint concept. And a consensus should be created on both 
the definition, origin and consequences of a breakpoint.  
 
7.5 Conclusion 
 
This study has shown the important role breakpoints can play in the development of new ventures.  This role is 
much different than presented in earlier articles. Instead of forming a threat to the continuity of a company, 
breakpoints can be a means of development. Although breakpoints are no necessity, they can certainly improve the 
development of the company.  
 
Despite the limited influence breakpoints have on subsequent events, over time a breakpoint will contribute to the 
progression of a company. The exploitation, detection and selection processes of new options proved to be the key 
in understanding and dealing with breakpoints. Both internal and external breakpoints are associated with new 
options. Where an internal breakpoint is created by choosing a single option out of a set of opportunities, an 
external breakpoint can creates several new options. What outcome the different breakpoints will have depends on 
the company’s response to the presented changes. By using an effectuative approach towards opportunity selection 
thereby taking into account the associated risks and effect of each option, and by developing the chosen 
opportunity alongside the main business, a new opportunity can support the development of a company and play an 
important role in the future. Being aware of external changes, progression clues and having the ability to see the 
consequences of these changes, is the key in identifying an external breakpoint. But also taking into account the 
consequences of the responsive actions towards changes can affect the impact of a breakpoint. Overall, breakpoints 
should no longer be seen as a threat to the continuity of the company but as an opportunity to develop and grow.   
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Appendix A1 

2000 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

5. Pink files for bankruptcy

termination

breakpoint

event

1. Jeroen identifies inefficiency in office hardware

Alfa

2001

2. a solution is found at a US 
    university spinoff, an oline office

3. several potential customers are 
    identified for an oline office

4. OAL presents their  intention to 
    purchase an online office

6. H. Schouten works in 
    solitude on the development of 
    the online office software

7. founding of Oxi

8. a basic version of an online office 
    is launched on the website of OAL

9. first web development activity for 
    Startoff lift Off

10. development of website laagvliegers.nl

11. manager RTX  becomes convinced of 
      the potential of the online office

12. online office RTX launched 
     

13. development of website Eora-Mic

14. development of insurance premium 
       calculator for Self insurance

15. development of new website
       OAL

16. development of new website
       Infromaticc

17. active search is started to find a suitable sales 
      partner for the online office 
     

18. development of photo website
       OAL

19. development of new website
       Camber of Commerce

20. development of new website
       Reggie

21. development of new website
       entrepreneurships

22. development of all internal 
      communicaton of OAL

23. RETZ orders new online office 
     

25. Alfa joins development of new 
       online office RETZ      

26. development of new web
       application Infromaticc

27. sales licence agreement with Alfa

28. Elitech terminates all additional sales partnerships      

29. Radobank launches new backoffice software 
       incorporating new online office technology      

30. the online office of Retz live

31. Online office Alfa launched

34. Oxi cooperates with 
       Vuze in  chat 
      development

35.  Oxi breaks-off all web development activities

35. Licence agreement between Oxi and Alfa 
       is upgraded into a full partnership

39. Radobank starts to use chat as an 
       addition the back office software

41. Founding of Rize Communications a joint 
        venture of Oxi and Vuze developing 
        chat applications

37.  Alfa and Oxi start to develope 5 
        different online offices

43. first online office in foreign language is launched

44. Oxi participates in  
       Gameoffice

46. Oxi starts to develop new online office  technology 
       from scratch to incorporate additional applications

47. Oxi moves to new building

48. Oxi and Alfa merge into Alfa

49. Alfa notices the effect
       of the credit crunch

50. new online office implemented 
       at first customers

53. the effects of the credit crunch are starting 
       to decrease and new orders are placed

24. founding of Alfa 
     

36.  Oxi  hires six new employees

38. Oxi participates in  
       Protos

 
figure A1 chronological development of Alfa 
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Appendix A2 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

termination

breakpoint

event

1. Relax decides to terminate touch 
    screen devision

2. former members of touch screen devision decide 
     not to abandon touch screen technology platform 
     and idea

3. Relax licences touchscreen technology to the founders of Delta

4. founding of Delta

6. Cash King Capital invests in Delta

5. mailing to 3000 potential B2B customers

8. testcase with magazine TIEM7. first test in B2B market with Erinc

9. market introduction of the Reda 

12. CEO Selexyz approaches Delta to 
       introduce touch screens in the 
       Netherlands

15. start experimentation with e-papers

20. The Gong first e-paper

20. first use of IDS for 
      distribution of e-papers

21. Cash King Capital  and ARMO 
       invest € 6 million

23. Selexyz launches the Reda in their 
       stores in the Netherlands

25. new tests with potential B2B customers

27. different promotion booths are 
       installed at different bookstores

28. CRT first e-paper in the 
       Netherlands

29. market introduction of the Reda 
book in the Netherlands

31. due to slow product adoption, Delta terminates 
       all B2C activities and focuses on a B2B strategy 
       with an OEM strategic addition

32. trail of using Reda as a schoolbook replacement

33. launch of SL200

34. second round of investment    
       by Cash King Capital

35. partnership with
     Paper Direct

36. Amazing publishes unexpected
       high sales volumes in 2008

37. Sweet & Chilli convinces Delta to   
       develop new e-reader for US   
        consumer market

38. investment of Us Shops of $ 8 million

41. partnership with Notulate

42. test of Reda in city counsil meeting

44. partnership with Sweet & Chilli

49.  SL500Z available at Buy
46. partnership with Buy 

47. Delta introduces SL500Z 
       and Delta mall

48. partnership with  
      LireVigital

45. partnership with HorizonDelta

30. Forntiers starts selling iRex 
      products in UK

24. Amazing enters e-reader market 
       with Riddle and e-book store

 
figure A2 chronological development of Delta 
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Appendix A3 

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

sold out

2. introduction of the Guldert

4. exploration of kitchen product 

6. exploration of digital picture frame 

5. exploration of Nap Factory 

3. decision to develop a sustainable   
    product with a life cycle

12. idea for a box of attention

13. exploration of Tin concept 

15. market introduction Tin as 
       retail product

18. introduction of MarkTin 

19. start  development of Beta
      to exploit present market gap

16. identification of the market gap 
       in online personalized gifts

26. partnership with Hark 
       Benelux

20. large customer uses Wish as a concept development company
    

22. partnership with LostBoys for the development 
       of rich internet applications

21. partnership with Xerox for the development of 
       interpretation software of the printer

23. Beta.nl live

24. product adoption proves to be slow

25. an active search is started to find a suitable   
      partner to enhance the market developement

45. partnership with Hark 
       Benelux terminated

27. Beta.nl version 2.0 live

28. Beta invests in printing partner The Pritner

29. partnership with Belgian Post

29. Beta live in Belgium

30. Hark US approaches Beta for potential partnership 31. partnership with Hark US 34. Beta and Hark US run 
       trail in Amerika

35. Hark US puts an offer on Beta

36. P. Ruin and R. Penn decide not to sell

38. Hark US terminates partnership

37. white label partnership with TNT Post 
    

39. decision to attract outside investors

40. investment by Strive Technology
       Ventures of € 5 million

42. parternship with Royal Mail

43. Greetz opens Birmingham office

44. Beta live in UK

44. Beta forced to close the office in Birmingham

46. Beta is forced to rethink 
       their business strategy and 
       goes back to basic

termination

breakpoint

event
47. Beta creates content team

48. Beta issues lawsuit against 
      Hark Benelux

49. Beta loses lawsuit against Hark Benelux

51. Beta live in Germany
51. Beta live in France

52. Beta purchases piktuur.nl

53. investment by Strive Technology    
       Ventures and Z-Capital of € 7 million 54. Beta launches Beta.com in USA

55. Beta purchases print partner The Pritner

56. Beta moves into new building 
       together with the The Pritner

1. founding of Wish

Beta

14. investigation of the gift market

 

figure A3 chronological development of Beta 
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Appendix B 

Event Codes Delta   CA   Beta   Alfa   Total 
 Business Model BMA 4 4 6 9 9 13 2 9 21 35 

  BMT 0   1   1   1   3   

  BMD 0   1   0   0   1   

  BMR 0 5,50% 1 8,70% 3 12,40% 6 10,10% 10 9,40% 

Context CO 4 5,50 %   4 0 0 1 1%           1 3 3,4%       3 8 2,2%       8 

Strategy SF 2 5 2 7 6 6 2 4 12 22 

  SE 2   4   0   1   7   

  ST 1   0   0   1   1   

  SS 0 6,60% 1 6,90% 0 5,70% 0 4,50% 0 5,90% 

Market MI 2 18 4 34 2 20 2 11 10 83 

  ME 0   3   9   2   14   

  MD 16   27   7   7   57   

  MT 0 24% 0 33,00% 2 19,00% 0 12,40% 2 22,40% 

Challenge CI 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 

  CS 0   0   1 1,90% 0   1 0,50% 

Company 
Development CDI 1 21 3 20 0 23 2 9 6 73 

  CDO 18   11   11   3   40   

  CDE 2   5   10   4   21   

  CDC 0 28,40% 1 19,40% 2 21,90% 0 10,10% 3 19,70% 

Product PDE 6 13 5 21 13 25 10 33 34 92 

  PF 0   0   2   2   4   

  PD 1   8   3   6   18   

  PT 0   0   0   1   1   

  PI 6 17,60% 8 20,40% 7 23,80% 14 37,10% 35 24,80% 

Support SU 4 
5,50%     
4 0 0 2 1,9%        2 0 0 6 1,6%        6 

Revenu RG 4 4 9 9 6 7 6 18 25 38 

  RS 0 5,50% 0 8,70% 1 6,60% 12 20,20% 13 10,30% 

Negative Breakpoint NBIC 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 

  NBIE 0   0   0   1   1   

  NBEC 0   0   1   0   1   

  NBEE 0   0   0 1,00% 0 1,10% 0 0,50% 

Positive Breakpoint PBIC 0 1 1 3 1 4 1 1 3 9 

  PBIE 0   0   2   0   2   

  PBEC 1   2   1   0   4   

  PBEE 0 1,40% 0 2,90% 0 3,80% 0 1,10% 0 2,40% 

Value Discipline VDF 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

  VDD 0   0   0   0   0   

  VDS 0   0   0 1,00% 0   0 0,30% 

   
74 

 
103 

 
105 

 
89 

 
371 

 

 
In the last column of the table the distribution of the different codes between the different code categories of 
the entire set of data is shown. In each code specific row, the total number of that particular code assigned in 
the company is shown next to the percentage represented by that code compared with the other code 
categories assigned to the company. 
 
 
 

Table A1 overview event coding 
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Appendix C 

Coding Schema 
Event Subcategory Code 

1 Business model    

  capability addition BMA 

 capability termination BMT 

 capability adaptation BMD 

 reconfiguration BMR 

2 Context   

 context CO 

3 Strategy   

 focus SF 

 expansion SE 

 termination ST 

 shift SS 

4 Market    

 opportunity identification MI 

 exploration ME 

 development MD 

 termination MT 

5 Challenge   

 identification CI 

 solution search CS 

6 Company Development    

 initiative CDI 

 opportunity CDO 

 expansion CDE 

 contraction CDC 

7 Product   

 development PDE 

 focus PF 

 differentiation PD 

 termination PT 

 introduction PI 

8 Support   

 support SU 

9 Revenue   

 goal related RG 

  support related RS 

10 Negative Breakpoint   

 internal come across NBIC 

 internal foreseen NBIE 

 external come across NBEC 

 external foreseen NBEE 

11 Positive Breakpoint   

 internal come across PBIC 

 internal foreseen PBIE 

 external come across PBEC 

 external foreseen PBEE 

12 Value Discipline   

 focus VDF 

 differentiation VDD 

 switch VDS 

Table A2 events codes 
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Appendix D 

Resource maturity

-line and staff supervision
-extensive formal system
-return on investment strategy

      5

evolution of small companies
                                                                                                                                                                            (Churchill & Lewis, 1983)  

Existence

-direct supervision
-no formal system
-existence strategy

       1
Founding of new venture

size

age of organization

Survival

-supervised supervision
-minimal formal system
-survival strategy

       2
transition parameters

-customer acceptance
-customer base
-viable production capability

Growth

-functional supervision
-developing formal system
-getting growth resources

      G

Disengagement

-functional supervision
-basic formal system
-maintaining profitable status 
 quo

      D

Success

       3
transition parameters

-break-even cashflow
-able to finance growth
-growing profitability

Take-off

-divisional supervision
-maturing formal system
-growth strategy

      4transition parameters

-consolidated company
-growth resources secured
-maintained profitability

transition parameters

-satisfaction of growth demands
-sustained liquidity

Figure A4 evolution overview 
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Appendix E 

Parsing rules for phase mapping 
In the process of translating coded events into phase descriptions, parsing rules are used to create the phase 
maps of the different companies (Poole et al, 2000). With the phase maps, three different phase categories are 
identified, divergence, convergence and ongoing progression. The different events in the retrospective event 
description have been coded based on their characteristics and course of action. The course of action code has 
been used to create the different phase maps. All expansion coded events are related to a expanding phase, 
the contraction coded events are related to a contracting phase and the continuation coded events are related 
to an ongoing progression phase. An event was coded as a modification when a modification is made based on 
which no expansion or contraction occurred. 
 
Parsing rules 
 
 Ongoing progression 

-an ongoing progression phase is started when two continuation events are identified within three    
 consecutive events 
-an ongoing progression phase is ended when two consecutive non-continuation events occur 
Expanding 
-a expanding phase is started when two expansion or modification events are identified within three  
 consecutive  events 
-a expanding phase is ended when two consecutive non-expansion or non-modification events occur 
Contracting 
-a contracting phase is started when two contraction events are identified within three consecutive  
 events 
-a contracting phase is ended when two consecutive non-contraction events occur 
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Appendix F 

Cohen’s Kappa 
To calculate the interrater reliability when two codes code each event, the Cohen’s Kappa calculation method 
could be applied (Poole et al., 2000). Because multiple codes can be assigned to a single event, a null category 
is added to the coding schem. With this null category, the interrater reliability could be calculated in case 
multiple codes are assigned to a single event (Poole et al., 2000).  
 
The Cohen’s Kappa calculation (Poole et al., 2000). 
 

   ,in which and  

 
In which 
K   Cohen’s Kappa 

 overall agreement 
   chance agreement 

N    total number of codes assigned 
 value of the cell designated by row i, column i 

 sum of all codes in column i 
  sum of all codes in row i 

 
Landis and Koch established an interpretation scheme, based on the range of the Cohen’s Kappa values 
between -1 an +1. (Landis & Koch, 1977) 

 
 Strength of Agreement Cohen's Kappa 

Poor < 0,00 

Slight 0,00-0,20 

Fair 0,20-0,40 

Moderate 0,40-0,60 

Substantial 0,60-0,80 

Almost perfect 0,90-1,00 

 
Table A3 scoring table Cohen’s Kappa 
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